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School History

Fenwick Academy (2018)
Fenwick Academy is a neighborhood school that has been educating students in the historic Woodlawn
Lake area of San Antonio for over eighty-five years. The
school is located in the Jefferson High School feeder
pattern of the San Antonio Independent School District
(SAISD). The six-room school was built in 1931 and
opened in 1932, serving students in grades 1 and 2. In
1933, the principal, Miss Molly Nelson, along with
mothers in the district, asked that ninety children from
the Protestant Orphans’ Home be enrolled at Fenwick. A
cafeteria and kitchen were added in 1938.
Over the next sixty-five years, the student population at
Fenwick continued to grow. This growth led to several
construction projects that added a climate controlled
gym, a 4-classroom early childhood building, and 2 new
adjacent wings. The campus now includes 44
classrooms, 2 computer labs, 2 science labs, a music
classroom, art classroom, a renovated library, and a new
cafeteria, stage, and kitchen. Outside learning
environments include a large courtyard patio, a grass
field, and 2 playgrounds.

FENWICK, MARIN B. (ca. 1860–1928).
A San Antonio writer, suffragist, and civic leader
In 1892, Marin B. Fenwick took a job with the San Antonio
Express, thus beginning a newspaper career that
continued until shortly before her death. Fenwick served
as editor of the society page until 1911, when she began a
column entitled "Facts and Fancies." In addition to this
column she began a second one, "Just Among Ourselves,"
for the San Antonio Evening News in 1918. She was an
ardent advocate of voting rights for women and was
involved in local and state suffrage organizations. Through
this effort she became a close friend of San Antonio
suffragist Mary Eleanor Brackenridge. In 1905 Fenwick
sailed around the world and met woman suffrage leaders
in other countries along the way. In 1924, Governor Pat
Neff and San Antonio leaders honored Fenwick for her
lengthy service to the local press. Marin Fenwick, a
Presbyterian, died after a brief illness on June 27, 1928, in
San Antonio and was buried in Mission Burial Park.

As the campus grew at Fenwick, so did the instructional
programs. Fenwick added Kindergarten in 1970 and PK
in 1985. In 2004, the PK program expanded to a full-day
program for both three and four-year-old children. In
2015, neighboring school, Nelson ES, closed and the
students from Nelson moved to Fenwick. In 2017,
Fenwick was one of several district elementary schools designated to become an academy serving PK
through 8th grades. The transition to a PK-8 academy began with the additions of 6th grade in the 201718 school year, and 7th grade in 2018-19. The school will add 8th grade in the 2019-20 school year.1
1

Information from Texas State Historical Association: https://tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/ffeen
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Data Reflection and Outcomes Analysis
Data Submission

Enrollment and Student Persistence
A review of the Texas Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS) data for Fenwick
shows that the percent of students who remained at the Fenwick campus from the previous year was
66% in 2016, 76% in 2017 and 75% in 2018. This shows a 9% increase of returning students from 2016
to 2018. Student mobility rate averages 15%, and the average daily attendance rate is 96.5%.
In the area of student enrollment, PEIMS data reports show the enrollment trends over the last three
school years: in 2015-16, there were 458 PK-5th grade students and in 2016-17, there were 462 PK-5
students, which was not a significant change. In the 2017-18 school year, Fenwick enrolled 39
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students in the new addition of 6th grade. However, the overall enrollment actually decreased from 462
in 2016-17 to 443 students in 2017-18, which was an overall loss of 58 students. The current
enrollment at Fenwick is 452 students in PK-7, which shows a gain of 9 students. While we did add 7th
grade, the 2 Head Start classes were moved from our campus to the Nelson ECEC, which netted an
almost even exchange in student membership. We lost 37 Head Start students, but added 35 7th grade
students.
In the last few years, Fenwick has not been immune to the changes in the educational landscape that
has led to a decline in student enrollment at public schools. As more types of schools open in the
Fenwick area, parents get a larger variety of choices for their child’s education. Specifically, Fenwick
faces direct competition with the following schools:









KIPP Charter School (opened in 2009) (elementary and middle)
IDEA Charter School – Monterrey Park (opened in 2014) (elementary and middle)
Little Flower Catholic School (elementary)
Advanced Learning Academy (elementary and middle) (opened in 2016-17)
Young Women’s Leadership Academy (middle)
Young Men’s Leadership Academy (moved locations in 2017-18, closer to Fenwick)
Nelson Early Childhood Education Center (opened in 2018-19)
PK4 San Antonio

The addition of middle school grade levels at Fenwick has also created fewer choice options for our
students. Academies serve a smaller enrollment of middle-school-aged students, which limits the
number of teachers and electives options. In both 2017-18 when we added 6th grade and 2018-19
when we added 7th grade, we lost an average of one-third of our incoming 6th graders to traditional large
middle schools. Electives and sports were the two most cited reasons for parents requesting the
traditional middle school option.
Student Population
Demographically, the student population at Fenwick Academy has remained consistent with 95% of the
student body being identified as Economically Disadvantaged, 98.9% Hispanic, 25% English Language
Learners, and 73% identified as At-Risk. The Special Education population has shown a significant
increase from 3% in 2016 to 8% in 2018 and the GT population has increased from 3% to 5% during the
same period. Both Special Education and GT student identification increased due to improvements in
the referral and screening processes. The student population by gender is 52% male, 48% female. The
slightly higher student male population has been a trend for several years.
Teachers
Fenwick averages a teacher retention rate of 82%. Typically, we will have zero to two teachers that
leave at the end of the school year, usually due to retirement or moving out of the city. In 2017-2018,
we lost six teachers, two were due to retirement, and four were due to a districtwide reduction in force.
The average years of experience for Fenwick teachers is 15.3 years. Currently we have 34 teachers, of
which 28 are core academic teachers in grades PK through 7th. In addition, the campus has 2 Special
Education teachers, 1 Art/Theater Teacher, and 1 PE Teacher. We share elementary music, orchestra,
ESL, Speech, GT and Dyslexia teachers with other campuses.
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Academic Performance
Fenwick has maintained an Acceptable rating since the implementation of the current Texas
accountability system in 2013. The campus has consistently earned one or two distinction designations
each year:






2018: Academic Achievement in Mathematics
2107: Top 25% in Student Progress
2016: Academic Achievement in Science
2015: Academic Achievement in Reading; Academic Achievement in Science
2014: Academic Achievement in Reading; Top 25% in Student Progress

The tables below show the last three years of STAAR performance at Fenwick, in comparison to district
and state performance:

Spring 2016
Grades 3-5
Achievement
Levels (%)
Fenwick SAISD State
Approaches
60
57
75
Grade Level
Meets Grade
No
26
24
Level
Data
Masters
12
7
23
Grade Level
% Met
No
57
55
Growth
Data
% Exceeded
No
23
14
Growth
Data

READING
Spring 2017
Grades 3-5
Fenwick SAISD State

Spring 2018
*Grades 3-6
Fenwick SAISD State

60

54

71

63

55

73

26

24

43

28

27

44

11

8

26

12

9

23

67

53

60

61

26

18

17

20

No
Data
No
Data

No
Data
No
Data

READING Performance: In 2016 and 2017, our scores reflect grades 3-5 and in 2018, we added 6th grade
to our accountability subset. Fenwick students showed the following performance levels in reading over
a three-year period as follows: Approaches Grade Level Expectations: 60%, 60%, 63% (no significant
growth); Meets Grade Level Expectations: 26%, 26%, 28% (no significant growth); and Masters Grade
Levels: 12%, 11%, 12% (no significant growth). Overall, our performance in Reading has been stagnant.
When comparing Fenwick’s performance to the district performance for all three years we exceed the
district’s performance in approaches grade level and masters grade level, but are within 1-2 percentage
points at meets grade level. When comparing Fenwick reading performance to the state’s overall
reading performance, Fenwick scored significantly below in all three-performance levels, all three years.
Student GROWTH in Reading: In measuring the percentage of students meeting growth expectations,
Fenwick saw a 10% increase from 2016 to 2017; and a 7% decrease from 2017 to 2018. In comparison,
the campus showed a similar score with the district in 2016 and 2018. In 2017, Fenwick showed 14%
more students meeting the growth measure. In the measure of exceeding growth expectations,
Fenwick shows a 3% increase from 2016 to 2017, and 9% decrease in 2018. We scored higher than the
district in 2016 and 2017, but scored lower than the district in 2018. There is no available statewide data
for the growth measures.
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Spring 2016
Grades 3-5
Achievement
Levels (%)
Fenwick SAISD State
Approaches
67
59
76
Grade Level
Meets Grade
No
30
22
Level
Data
Masters
13
8
20
Grade Level
% Met
No
69
52
Growth
Data
% Exceeded
No
29
12
Growth
Data

MATH
Spring 2017
Grades 3-5
Fenwick SAISD State

Spring 2018
*Grades 3-6
Fenwick SAISD State

65

60

77

70

65

79

31

23

47

38

29

48

16

9

25

18

11

24

69

52

66

61

27

13

34

18

No
Data
No
Data

No
Data
No
Data

MATH Performance: In 2016 and 2017, our scores reflect students in grades 3-5 and in 2018, we added
6th grade to our accountability subset. Fenwick students showed the following performance levels in
math over a three-year period as follows: Approaches Grade Level Expectations: 67%, 65%, 70% (slight
decrease of 2%, then a significant increase of 5%); Meets Grade Level Expectations: 30%, 31%, 38% (no
growth between 2015 and 2016, but a significant growth of 7% in 2018); and Masters Grade Level: 13%,
16%, 18% (slight growth of 1-2% each year). When comparing Fenwick’s performance to the district
performance in math for all three years we significantly exceeded the district’s performance in all
performance measures by 5 to 9%. While math is a strength for our campus, when comparing
Fenwick’s math performance to the state’s overall math performance, Fenwick scored significantly
below in all three-performance levels, all three years.
Student GROWTH in Math: In the measure of percentage of students meeting growth expectations in
math, Fenwick showed no significant growth in this measure with 69% in 2016 and 69% in 2017, and a
3% decrease in 2018. In comparison to the district’s overall performance, the campus showed a higher
percentage of students meeting the growth measure in math by 5-17%. In the measure of exceeding
growth expectations Fenwick shows a 2% decrease from 2016 to 2017, and 7% increase in 2018. We
scored significantly higher than the district in all three years. There is no available statewide data for
the growth measures.
WRITING
Spring 2016
Spring 2017
Grade 4
Grade 4
Achievement
Levels (%)
Fenwick SAISD State Fenwick SAISD State
Approaches
49
50
69
67
49
63
Grade Level
Meets Grade
No
28
22
25
19
31
Level
Data
Masters
9
6
15
7
5
10
Grade Level

Spring 2018
Grade 4
Fenwick SAISD State
54

47

61

30

24

38

5

5

10

WRITING: The writing performance for our campus is inconsistent from year to year, with large changes
showing both increases and decreases. The campus performance in Writing over three years shows the
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following: Approaches Grade Level Expectations: 49%, 67%, 54% (increase of 18% from 2016-2017 and
decrease of 13% in 2018); Meets Grade Level: 28%, 25%, 30% (decreased 3% than increase 5%); and
Masters Grade level: 9%, 7%, 5% (decreasing 2% each year). In comparison to district performance,
Fenwick performance in Approaches Grade Level and Meets Grade Level was above the district
performance. In Masters Grade Level, Fenwick showed a decrease of 2% in 2018 and matched the
performance of the district. In comparison to the state, Fenwick performance is below the state’s
performance, with the exception of 2017 when Fenwick performance at Approaches Grade Level was
4% higher than the state’s performance at that level.

Spring 2016
Grade 5
Achievement
Levels (%)
Fenwick SAISD State
Approaches
79
65
75
Grade Level
Meets Grade
No
36
26
Level
Data
Masters
17
7
11
Grade Level

SCIENCE
Spring 2017
Grade 5
Fenwick SAISD State

Spring 2018
Grade 5
Fenwick SAISD State

60

62

72

61

64

75

29

26

39

20

30

40

6

7

15

10

10

16

SCIENCE: The science performance in the Approaches Grade Level expectations was 79% in 2016, 60%
in 2017, and 61% in 2018. We showed a significant decrease of 19% from 2016 to 2017 and no change
in 2018. On the Meets Grade Level, our scores show performance over three years shows 36%, 29%
and 20. This is a significant steady decline of 7-9% each year. On Masters Grade Level, we show a
significant decrease from 17% in 2016 to 6% in 2017, and an increase of 4% in 2018. In comparison to
the district, our performance was significantly higher in 2016 in all three-performance levels, but in the
following two years, our performance has been close to or below the district’s performance level. Our
performance level in 2016 was also higher than the state’s performance level by 4-6%. However, in
2017 and 2018 Fenwick performance in science was below the state’s performance in all performance
levels.
Primary Performance (K-2nd): Reviewing K-2 performance in reading and math, the campus looked at
the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment end of year results for 2017 and 2018. The data
shows the following:





Reading Performance: In 2017, 30% of K-2 students were reading at or above level at
the end of the school year. In 2018, 45% were reading at or above level. This was a
significant growth of 15%. A breakdown by grade level showed that the largest growth
was at Kindergarten, which indicates that students are not maintaining their
performance level as they progress through 1st and 2nd grade.
Reading Growth: In 2017, 38% of K-2 students showed growth in their reading
performance from beginning of the year to the end of the year on MAP. In 2018, 43%
showed growth. This was a slight increase of 5% showing growth.
Math Performance: In 2017, 37% of K-2 students performed at or above grade level on
the end of year Math MAP assessment. In 2018, 47% were performing at or above
grade level. This was significant increase of 10%.
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Challenges for Our School
The Fenwick Campus Leadership Team (CLT), is comprised of teachers, additional key staff members,
parents and students. The team met in the fall to review campus academic performance data and other
measures of school success, such as enrollment trends and attendance. Based on the review, the team
defined three major challenges for our campus and using the “Five Whys” protocol identified the root
causes for each challenge.
1. Stagnant STAAR Performance and Progress: A review of our STAAR results data shows student
performance has been stagnant for the last three years in all subject areas and at all grade levels 3rd-6th.
One indicator of a high achieving school is the number of students who are moving to the next grade
level academically prepared. Fenwick performance data at the Meets Grade Level performance over
three years shows the following results: Reading – 26%, 26% 28% (no significant change); Math – 30%,
31%, 38% (showed a 7% increase last year); Writing – 28%, 31%, 25% (showed a slight increase and then
a significant decrease); and Science – 36%, 29%, 20% (a significant steady decline over three years). The
analysis of student performance on STAAR shows that current student performance and growth is not
enough to close learning gaps and propel the majority of our students to the meets grade level
expectations or to increase the number of students performing at the mastery level.
A root cause analysis using performance data, walk-through data, and lesson plans identified that
instructional planning and delivery was not at the depth, rigor, and complexity needed for students to
master the TEKS and be able to transfer knowledge and skills to higher-level thinking and problem
solving. A review of teacher lesson plans shows that lesson objectives do not always fully match the
identified TEK. In addition, lesson activities lacked student engagement and application opportunities at
higher-thinking levels. The reason identified for weak lesson planning was the shift in 2017-18 from
using district prepared curriculum guides to using the Texas TEKS Resource System. Prior to the 201617 school year, the curriculum departments provided teachers with curriculum guides for each subject.
The detailed guides contained daily lesson plans with notes, activities, guiding questions and
assessments. Teachers did not have to collaborate or do extensive planning. With the TEKS Resource
System, teachers had to become active designers of their own lesson plans based on student needs and
campus performance objectives. In order to support teachers in writing lesson plans, the campus
arranged schedules so teachers had a common weekly 90-minute planning time. However, without a
formal protocol and framework, there was not a significant change in written lesson plans and in
instructional delivery. Observations and classroom walk-throughs, continued to show that instruction
was not consistently at the rigor and engagement level needed for the campus to move forward
academically. Last year the campus provided additional training and support in the areas of
collaborative team planning, student engagement and higher-level thinking. This year the campus has
implemented a common framework for lesson plans and a protocol for weekly team planning.
2: Poor Literacy and Writing Performance: When looking at our K-2 student performance, the data
shows that only 45% of students entered third grade reading on level. In addition, only 38% of our
students show adequate growth in reading each year, beginning in Kindergarten. This creates a gap in
reading ability that grows each year from Kinder through 2nd as students fail to close the gap and fall
further behind. Students entering third grade are then not prepared for the rigor of higher-grade levels
and in making the transition from learning to read to reading to learn. As content increases in depth
and complexity beginning in 4th grade, students who are struggling to read and write, lack the skills to
comprehend, analyze and apply what they have read. This contributes to poor performance in all other
subject areas, including science, math and social studies. Looking at the 4th grade STAAR Writing
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performance for the last three years, shows an inconsistent performance from year to year, with an
average of 28% meeting grade level expectations.
A root cause analysis using performance data, student demonstration and written products, walkthrough data, and lesson plans identified that teachers in the primary grades K-2 received a preliminary
Balanced Literacy Training in 2016-17, but only received additional reading training if they chose to
attend an after-hours optional training. The initial Balanced Literacy Training focused more on teaching
reading, and less on writing. Teachers in primary grades have not received the additional professional
development and coaching needed to master reading and writing instruction. During the Balanced
Literacy block in K-2 classrooms, observations showed that the guided reading groups were not
happening consistently, and were too short to be effective. Plans for Guided Reading groups did not
differentiate for the specific needs of each leveled group. In the upper grades, teachers in grades 3-7
have not received writing professional development with follow-up support that would improve writing
instruction in Language Arts classes, as well as using writing across the curriculum as a tool for learning.
Lesson plans reviewed for all grade levels do not show plans for writing instruction, with the exception
of 4th grade, nor is writing across the curriculum used as a strategy.
3: Declining Enrollment: Competition with in-district charter and choice schools, as well as outside
charter schools has had a major impact on our student enrollment. Each year, as more new schools
opened in our area, we have experienced a loss in enrollment. Informal parent surveys have shown a
variety of reasons parents choose different schools. The reasons most given by parents were:








Instruction does not meet my child’s needs (e.g., too easy, too boring, rote, traditional)
Lack of technology for students
Weak GT program
Limited choices for electives and athletics (grades 6-7)
Lack of preparation for college (e.g. advanced courses, college visits)
Single Gender schools
Perception that other campuses were better because they were new

A root cause analysis using the informal survey responses from parents, as well as a review of our school
programs shows that our current instructional model is not providing students with a robust, wellrounded education for the 21st Century learner. Team discussions led us to realize that for many years,
Fenwick had no direct competition and overall we were meeting academic expectations. This created a
sense of complacency, and left us unprepared for competition from other schools. As we delved into
the analysis of our programming, we made connections to the reasons parents were choosing to leave
Fenwick. First, we observed that the lessons we were delivering did not engage students and provoke
student thinking. For the majority of the time students worked independently, and did not have
opportunities to work collaboratively with their peers. Enthusiasm was lacking in both teachers and
students. In addition, identified gifted and talented students did not have an opportunity to engage in
projects that developed their strengths and weaknesses outside of the general education classroom.
Simply put, what GT students were receiving was not challenging enough. Our middle-grades programs
are new; we are only in the second year. Thus, we have not had an opportunity to expand our offerings
of electives. Implementing the IB Programme, will provide us with additional choices in electives for our
students. Fenwick did join the SAISD Academy Sports League, and we are in the middle of our first year
offering athletics. Finally, the technology on our campus is outdated and difficult to use with new
software programs. We have a ratio of 1 computer for every 10 students.
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School Overview
Mission and Goals
To cultivate lifelong learners to be productive members of a global society by embracing academic
excellence, a strong learner profile, service to others, and individual student passions.
All IB schools have a mission that aligns with the IB mission statement and that of the mission of San
Antonio Independent School District. IB schools share a mission of building a better world by cultivating
caring young people who are globally minded in their approach to learning, both inside and outside of the
classroom. IB students are encouraged to become inquisitive in their approach to learning by asking
questions and developing the necessary skills to research, collaborate, and communicate their findings to
both school stakeholders and the broader community.
Goal
Timeframe
Goal
#1

1 Year

Goal
#2

3 Years

Goal
#3

3 years

Goal
#4

Goal
#5

5 years

5 years

What is the goal?

How will we measure the goal?

Increase student achievement in reading for grades 3-8
from 28% meets grade level to 33% meets grade level.
And for grades K-2 from 45% meets grade level to 48%
meets grade level.
Increase student achievement in reading for grades 3-8
from 33% meets grade level to 42% meets grade level.
And for grades K-2 from 48% to 54%.
Teacher efficacy, is the educator’s belief in their ability
to positively affect students. In order to create an
environmnet of lifelong learners and international
mindedness, Fenwick is dedicated to building teacher
instructional capacity and effectiveness. Through
targeted professional development opportunities
teacher effectiveness will be measured by student
growth fronm the beginning of the year to the end of
year so that 72% of students are showing a minimum of
one year’s growth in reading and mathematics.
Improve student achievement so that by 2023-2024
80% of students are performing at grade level and 30%
are performing at Masters/Advanced Level in all
subjects on the TEA Campus Accountability Report.

The goal will be measured by student performance on
end of year MAP reading for grades K-2; and STAAR
Reading in grades 4-8.

Fenwick will implement the IB Approaches in Learning,
a collection of ‘soft skills’ such as communication,
research, self-management, thinking and social skills.
These skills will be purposefully taught, both in the PYP
and MYP and purposefully aligned vertically within the
school both by department and by grade level. This
goal will be measured by a student survey where
students will reflect upon their understanding and
confidence in each skill, so that 90% of students show
growth in understanding and application by 2023-2024.

The goal will be measured by student performance on
end of year MAP reading for grades K-2; and STAAR
Reading in grades 4-8.
Teacher effectiveness is measured annually be
measuring student growth on the following
performance assessemtns: LAP 3 (PK); MAP Reading
and Mathematics (K-8); and STAAR (4-8). Incremental
goals will be set for annual growth so that the goal of
72% of student PK-8 show a minimum of one year’s
growth by 2021-2022.

The goal will be measured by student performance on
Texas State Assessments in grades 3-8. Progress
towards meeting the goal will be measured by
incremental goals based on 2019 performance for
years 2020, 2021, 2022, and 2023 so that Goal #4 is
met in 2024.
This goal will be measured by a vertically aligned
campus created student survey where students will
reflect upon their understanding and application of
each skill. The progress towards this goal will be
measured annually to monitor progress towards
meeting the 2023-2024 goal of 90% mastery of
students consistently in the program from one year to
the next. Cohort progress will also be analyzed for
grade level implementation and alignment.

Which goal will be the hardest to achieve? Why?
Goal #4 will be the hardest to achieve due to the learning gaps our students have and our teacher’s ability to remediate and
accelerate instruction simultaneously. Fenwick is also new to teaching grades 6-8 and because we are a small campus we only
have four content teachers. These teachers are new to middle school content. We will be adding an additional two teachers
next school year (2019-2020) when we grow to 8th grade. Our goal is to add teachers who have expertise in both content and
teaching middle grade level students in order to close the instructional gaps that exist and improve student performance.
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Academic Model
International Baccalaureate (IB) and Fine Arts
Fenwick Academy will use the International Baccalaureate (IB) Programme as the academic model for
instructional services in all grade levels and classrooms. In addition, Fenwick Academy will incorporate
an enhanced Fine Arts component to enhance the IB instructional model and provide a well-rounded
education for the 21st century learner. The IB model was selected by the campus because it requires
students to think, research, problem-solve, collaborate, create, and communicate all skills that take
students to higher levels of engagement and increase depth of knowledge. Currently, students do not
demonstrate they are proficient in applying what they have learned to different situations. This is
reflected in our stagnant performance scores. Students will be writing everyday as they work on their
units of inquiry. We will see an improvement in student writing, because students must be able to
express their thinking clearly and completely.
FENWICK ACADEMY - ACADEMIC MODEL FRAMEWORK
Student Learning Experience
 Learner Profile
 International Mindedness
International
 Structured Inquiry-Based Instruction
Baccalaureate (IB)
 Transdisciplinary Thematic Units
Primary Years
 Foreign Language
Programme (PYP),
 Service Projects
Grades PK-5
 Student Portfolio that goes with students K-5
 5th Grade Exhibition Culminating Project
 Learner Profile
 International Mindedness
 Inquiry Based Instruction in all classes
International
 Thematic units with both disciplinary and inter-disciplinary connections
Baccalaureate (IB)
 Core Courses: Language and Literature, Language Acquisition,
Middle Years
Individuals and Societies, Mathematics, and Science
Programme (MYP),
 Elective Courses: Physical Education and Health, Design, Fine Arts, and
Grades 6-8
Foreign Language
 Service Projects
 8th Grade Community Service Project
 Connections with PYP Transdisciplinary Themes and MYP Disciplines
 K – 5: A minimum of 2 Fine Arts Classes Per Week (Visual Arts, Music,
Drama, Dance)
 6 – 8: 1 arts elective per year. Classes offered will be based on student
interest and include but are not limited to: Visual Arts, Graphic Art,
Fine Arts Enhancement
Theater Arts, Band, Orchestra, Choir, and Dance.
Strand
 After School Clubs (3-8): Drama, Art, Dance, Choir, Drum Ensemble,
Strings, and Stage Hands
 UIL Competition Teams
 Guest Artists: Performances and Student Workshops
 Field Experiences: Museums, Performances, Festivals, Contests
Design Elements
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International Baccalaureate (IB)
Fenwick Academy currently provides instruction to students in grades Pre-Kindergarten through 7th
grade. In 2019-2020, we will expand to provide services through 8th grade. In order to provide a
continuum of academically rigorous instruction from Pre-K through 8th grade, Fenwick Academy will use
the International Baccalaureate (IB) academic model to provide a TEKS based curriculum. Fenwick
Academy fully embraces the mission of the IB Programme, “to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and
caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural
understanding and respect.” Fenwick Academy is a feeder campus for Jefferson High School, which is an
IB World School. As students move onto 9th grade at Jefferson, they will continue their IB Programme
with the Middle Years Programme in grades 9 and 10, and the option to participate in the Diploma
Programme in grades 11 and 12. Fenwick Academy will follow the Primary Years Programme for grades
PK through 5th, and the Middle Years Programme for grades 6th through 8th.
Primary Years Programme (PYP), Grades PK- 5
The Primary Years Programme (PYP) focuses on the development of the whole child. The PYP offers a
framework for curriculum development that balances state and district requirements with the natural
questions and wonderment a student brings to learning. At the heart of the PYP is a commitment to
structured inquiry as a vehicle to connect students personally to their learning and capitalize on their
engagement and motivation. The IB commitment focuses on developing critical thinking and an intercultural
understanding by students. The PYP is entrenched in best practices in education so we can have the
strongest program for our students.
In the PYP students take four core classes (English Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies)
generally with the classroom/homeroom teacher. These content areas are taught through a
transdisciplinary approach to teaching and learning so that teachers are able to link subjects together
that align with one another. Teachers deliver the content in six IB units which are linked together using
a common theme provided by the IB (“transdisciplinary theme”) that lasts about 4-6 weeks per unit.
Students are also exposed to additional classes, commonly called “specials,” through single subject
teachers (such as art, music, and PE).
Curriculum is organized around six themes: "Who are we," "How we express ourselves," "Where are we in
place and time," "How the world works," "Sharing the Planet," and, "How We Organize Ourselves." The
transdisciplinary themes allow focused, in-depth exploration of content. In addition, teachers
and students use key, concept-based questions to structure inquiry into each unit of study. Natural
connections of disciplines are explored and examined. Students will maintain a learner portfolio that will go
with them from K through 5th grade. The portfolio is organized by the six-transdisciplinary themes, so that
students are able to reflect on prior and current learning. At the end of 5th grade, students will engage in the
5th Grade Exhibition, which is a culminating activity for their years in PYP.
Beginning in the 2019-2020 school year, Fenwick will offer a foreign language, which aligns with its
feeder pattern at Jefferson HS. This language has yet to be determined.
Middle Years Programme (MYP), Grades 6-8
In the MYP, students participate in eight different courses: Language and Literature, Language
Acquisition, Individuals and Societies, Mathematics, Science, Physical Education and Health, Design, and
Fine Arts. Students are required to take all eight classes during each of the grade levels, and all classes
will meet for at least a semester. They must also meet Texas state education requirements. In addition,
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students must meet IB requirements for second language acquisition, which requires students to take
the same foreign language for at least two consecutive years.
All teachers will follow the MYP objectives and assessment criteria for their assigned subject. Each
subject has four different areas that require assessment. Teachers are required to report to parents on
the progress and performance of their child in each of the four assessed areas. The school will decide
how often they will provide parents with the MYP student reports. MYP teachers will be required to
participate in continued professional development in the areas of criterion-based assessment and
calibration.
Regardless of the class, all teachers will follow an inquiry-based approach to teaching and learning.
Through inquiry-based instruction, students are empowered to ask questions, either in class or in their
focused note taking, and then have the necessary skills to follow up and find the answer on their own.
Teachers serve as facilitators for learning—guiding students and providing opportunities for students to
express themselves and their knowledge. Assessments are directly tied to the teaching and learning
that is happening through the IB planners at grades 6-8.
All students, regardless of class, are also encouraged to demonstrate their learning through both service
and action within the community. Throughout the school year, students will have the opportunity to
participate in service opportunities. Examples of service opportunities include conducting a food drive
for the holidays; distributing care bags to shelters; and tutoring younger students. Many of these service
opportunities will be directly tied to the curriculum and be an extension of what students are learning
during the normal school day. Additionally, all students in grade 8 will be required to complete a
community project (PP). This PP will take the form of 15 hours of research and process, developing a
product, and reporting on their work. Students begin this project by investigating community needs at
the local, state, national and global levels (e.g. environment, lack of resources, child abuse, hunger,
bullying). Students then develop a project, take action and present the results at an exhibition.
Examples of community projects include creating a video on sustainable water solutions; developing a
community garden; performing a play about bullying and respect for younger students, etc.
IB teachers will follow dedicated approaches to teaching and learning while allowing students to fit their
understanding into global contexts with a focus on international mindedness. An internationallyminded person has the ability to interpret and analyze issues from different perspectives through the
lens of intercultural understanding and a respect for others. Teachers will also allow for both disciplinary
and interdisciplinary understandings of their work while allowing students to connect their ideas to the
larger world around them. All students and teachers will also focus on a time of reflection during lessons
(students) and lesson planning (teachers).
IB Learner Profile
The aim IB is to develop internationally-minded students who, recognizing their common humanity and shared
guardianship of the planet, will help to create a better, more peaceful world. The IB Programme incorporates
the IB Learner Profile into all levels. Students will learn the attributes of the IB Learner Profile in the PYP,
and will continue building on them throughout the MYP and as they continue with IB at Jefferson.
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IB learners strive to fulfill the IB Learner Profile as:

















Inquirers
We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know how to learn
independently and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning
throughout life.
Thinkers
We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyze and take responsible action on complex
problems. We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical decisions
Risk-takers
We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we work independently and
cooperatively to explore new ideas and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and
resilient in the face of challenges and change.
Knowledgeable
We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a range of
disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have local and global significance.
Principled
We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and with
respect for the dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take responsibility for our
actions and their consequences.
Caring
We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a commitment to service, and we act to
make a positive difference in the lives of others and in the world around us.
Open-minded
We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as the values and
traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of view, and we are willing to
grow from the experience.
Communicators
We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than one language and in many ways.
We collaborate effectively, listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals
and groups.
Balanced
We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our lives intellectual,
physical, and emotional to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our
interdependence with other people and with the world in which we live.
Reflective
We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work to
understand our strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal
development.

Social Emotional Learning Program
The campus will use the IB Learner Profile as the foundation for the Social Emotional program. The
learner profile attributes give students the language to help them engage and connect with peers and
teachers. It also provides students and staff with a common definition of the attributes that leads to a
shared understanding and foundation on which to build social and emotional skills. Teachers and
counselors will use the IB Learner Profile to teach Social Emotional skills, such as adaptability, attention,
civility, bravery, empathy, forgiveness, gratitude, honesty, patience, and resilience.
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Strategies to incorporate Social-Emotional Learning into the daily lessons and routines will include:









Learner Profile Attribute of the month – posted on the monthly parent calendar, and around
the school; discussed during morning announcements; and reinforced by teachers.
Learner Profile Attributes posted in every classroom
Teachers will use the learner profile attributes throughout the course of the day during
instruction, social-emotional activities, and when conferencing with students about
behavior.
Guidance Program: The counselor has attended IB Training on use and implementation of
the Learner Profile. The counselor will develop guidance lessons around the attributes and
present them during bi-weekly guidance lessons and when working with students in small
groups and individually.
Homeroom Advisory (Middle School Grades): Students in grades 6-8 will have a daily
homeroom advisory time during which the homeroom teacher will provide students with
activities that target social and emotional skills, connecting them to the learner profile. Such
as having students watch a video clip and complete a written reflection.
Administration will use the Learner Profile attributes when conferencing with students
about behavior. For example, students will use the IB profile attribute list to identify the LP
attributes they did not demonstrate in their behavior.

Fine Arts Enhancement
Fenwick Academy believes that the education of the whole child includes the arts. Through the
exploration of various forms of fine art, students are engaged in a universal language that bridges
differences of culture, ethnicity, age, gender, socioeconomics, and ability. Students in grades PK-5 will
have multiple opportunities during the week to participate in various forms of fine art, such as weekly
visual art and music classes.
Students in grades 6-8 will take daily fine arts classes that will provide a more focused, rigorous
experience in a selected fine arts form, such as music (e.g. voice, instrument); visual art (e.g. painting,
pottery); and dance (e.g. modern, folkloric). Fine arts classes will be held for one or two semesters each
year. Middle grade students will select fine arts electives based on interest and offerings.
There will also be opportunities during afterschool activities for students to participate in fine arts clubs,
and competition teams. The Fenwick Fine Arts staff will work collaboratively with classroom teachers
to integrate the arts into their IB Transdisciplinary Themes. The outcome will be that all students are
exposed to a wide range of art formats, as well as making multicultural connections through art.
The fine arts staff at Fenwick will also collaborate and build relationships with artists in the San Antonio
Community. Through these networks, the staff will engage guest artists to perform for students and/or
provide short-term workshops in their art media. The Fenwick arts department will also arrange field
trips to museums, galleries, and artist studios. In addition, students attend concerts, dance
performances, film festivals, and theater throughout the city, connecting classroom learning with art in
the community.
Special Populations
Fenwick provides an education that is inclusive of all students, including special populations such as
students identified as Special Education, 504, Dyslexia, Gifted and Talented, English Language Learners,
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Homeless, and/or Migrant. The IB requires that the campus develop policies that address these student
populations. For example, the school must design a language policy, which does not supersede district
or state guidelines but instead provides the foundational beliefs about language at the school. The
school must be prepared to both answer questions and put into practice work around ESL and ELL
students, transitions through language development classes, and how the school supports language
development in all students—both English and their mother-tongue language.
Because of the nature of IB as an inclusive program, the school must also address how its inquiry-based
approach to teaching and learning is tailored to both Gifted and Talented students as well as Special
Education students. All students are required to be a part of the IB Programme, and the school will have
to align expectations for rigor for all students through review of planning and student engagement. In
two years, the school will also be required to write an inclusion policy for these students.
To best examine whether the school is meeting the needs of its students, Fenwick will review these
policies and practices annually through staff and parent meetings. When it is evident that the policy is
not aligned with the practice happening in the classroom, the school will re-align teacher expectations,
rewrite the policy to best align with expectations, and then follow up with classroom walk-throughs,
training, and PLC conversations.
Potential Challenges and Mitigation Strategy
There are some potential downfalls associated with our chosen Academic Model. One is that the IB
Programme and inquiry-based instruction is not familiar to parents and students. To facilitate parent
understanding of the IB Programme, the campus will hold informational sessions and parent
engagement events that explain and demonstrate to our families what the IB Programme is and what
inquiry-based instruction looks like in the classroom. As students complete IB units of study, the
campus will hold IB showcase events, so that parents can see the culmination of a unit. Over time,
students will demonstrate increased proficiency in thinking skills, project-based learning, and
presentation skills. As parents are learning about the IB Programme, they will also get to see how the
Fine Arts classes are being interwoven into the IB units of study and serve to support student creativity,
communication, confidence, and performance skills.
Another challenge in teaching IB Programmes is the amount of time and collaboration required to
develop solid and well thought out Units of Inquiry. PYP teachers must develop lessons that are
transdisciplinary in nature, and electives teachers must support the Units of Inquiry occurring at each
grade level. MYP teachers develop IB units based on the subject(s) they are teaching. The problem that
MYP teachers will face, is that they may not have another teacher on campus that is teaching the same
subject/grade level, which makes collaboration difficult. MYP teachers will need more opportunities to
collaborate with MYP teachers at the other district IB schools. For both PYP and MYP teachers, it will
take time for them to internalize all of the different aspects of their program models in order to
smoothly present the material in an appropriate fashion with ease and fluidity. Fenwick will mitigate
this challenge with intensive training in the beginning of the school year, additional sessions throughout
the year, and ongoing feedback from campus leadership and fellow teachers to ensure that staff
understand the expectations for cross-disciplinary teaching and are implementing it with fidelity.
Collaborative planning with teachers from other IB campuses will be conducted throughout the year, to
provide additional support and resources for our teachers who are learning the programs.
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Data and Continuous Improvement
In order to ensure academic success for all students, Fenwick Academy will implement an ongoing cycle
of data collection, review and analysis. The continuous improvement cycle will consist of two
components 1) Data Collection and 2) Collaborative Team Review.
Data Collection: The school will collect data from a variety of sources that will measure academic
performance as well as non-academic factors that affect instruction and student progress. The first
chart identifies some of the varied types of assessments and evaluation strategies that a teacher may
use to evaluate student understanding and effectiveness of instruction.
MEASURING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Type of
Assessment

Formative

Types of Tools and Strategies













Classroom discussions
Checklists, Rubrics
Presentation/Product (individual and group)
Student Self-Reflections
Quizzes; Exit Tickets
Student Portfolios
Journals
IB Learner Profile Assessments (varied
formats)
Unit Tests/TEKS Based Tests
Curriculum Benchmark Assessments
BOY-MOY-EOY Assessments
Informal reading inventories (students read
a passage and answer questions, teachers
score the fluency and comprehension)





Summative

Parent
Reporting

Purpose
 Inform Teacher and Students about
progress and understanding of content
 Drive needed curricular adjustments
 Measure student understanding
frequently and in varied formats
 Identify students who need support
 Measure student academic growth at
certain points in the school year
 Identify concepts that need to be
retaught/reviewed
 Identify students who need
interventions, tutoring and other support

EOY Assessments (e.g. MAP)
State Assessments (e.g. STAAR, TELPAS)
Semester Exams
IB Summative Assessments (e.g. oral
presentations, technology-supported
projects, written reports, arts-related
presentations)
 Cumulative Project & Presentation
 Exhibition (5th grade)
 Service Project (8th grade)

 Measure student mastery of academic
content
 Measure student growth from year to
year
 Evaluate effectiveness of overall school
program, both vertically and horizontally
 Evaluate implementation of the IB PYP
and MYP
 Cumulative Projects designed to
demonstrate competencies in all
academic areas







 Provide families with clear, timely
feedback of student progress
 Give students ownership of their own
learning

IB Learner Profile report card
Progress Reports
Report Card
Student-Led Parent Conference
Parent-Teacher Conference
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In addition to student achievement measures, the school will collect non-academic measures to
evaluate the school culture, student engagement, student well-being, staff well-being, and teacher
performance. These types of measures are listed in the chart below:

Area to be Measured

Student Engagement
and Participation

Community Service

NON-ACADEMIC MEASURES
ON ACADEMIC MEASURES
Types of Tools and Strategies
 Attendance
 Discipline
 Counselor Monthly Report
 SEL Activities
 Active participation in class
 Collaboration with other students
 Participation in extracurricular activities
 Project Documentation
 Participation Logs

 Volunteer Sign-In Logs
 Attend Parent Conferences
 Participate in school events
Parental Participation  Collect parent input through surveys,
feedback forms, Q & A opportunities
 Event sign-in logs

Teacher Performance
and Engagement

Professional
Development

Community
Engagement

 Informal Walk-throughs
 Formal Appraisal, annual
 Class performance data
 PLC Team Collaboration
 Lesson Plans
 Teacher Attendance
 Faculty Surveys
 Staff Wellness Activities
 Prof. Development Attendance Records
 Evidence of implementation through
observations, PLC team meetings, lesson
plans, student success, etc.
 Partnership Agreements
 Meeting agendas
 Mentor Logs
 Donation Logs
 Support and participation in school
events (e.g. Career Day)
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Purpose
Quality of learning environment
School safety
Student well being
Student efficacy

All students will participate in
community activities annually

To measure student and family
commitment and involvement in the
school’s instructional program

To assess teacher curricular
knowledge and effective teaching
practices
Quality of Learning Environment
Teacher Efficacy
To train teachers in IB Programmes
To develop teacher practice that
promotes engagement of students
who are at various academic levels of
achievement.
To provide opportunities for teacher
growth and development
To build collaborative partnerships
through engagement with
community members and
organizations that will help the
school reach its full potential
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Collaborative Team Review
At Fenwick, various staff groups (depending on the group’s purpose, use the improvement cycle to
review informal and formal measures of data. As teams analyze the data, they identify if and where
adjustments need to be made (e.g., change type of learning activities; add training; adjust timelines). All
teams use both informal and formal assessment measures throughout the cycle to analyze and make
adjustments as needed. The steps in the improvement cycle are:

Evaluate

Implement
Adjustments

Make
Adjustments

Collect Data

Analyze
Data

The various campus teams that meet and analyze data include, but are not limited the:







Campus Leadership Team
Grade level/department teams
Individual teachers
Teacher conferences with students (individual student data)
Administrative Team
Administrator coaching with individual teachers

The Fenwick Campus Leadership Team membership is comprised of campus stakeholders. The team
will meet monthly using the improvement cycle depicted above. As data does not all come in at the
same time, each meeting will have agenda items that are at different points in the cycle. This ensures
that the team is looking at all indicators of school success, and that any needed adjustments, are well
thought out and not implemented all at the same time.
School Community Communications
Staff Communication
Each week the principal will send a weekly memo to the staff highlighting recent accomplishments and
accolades as well as information relevant to the upcoming week, such as upcoming school activities,
meetings, trainings, and tips for best practices of instructional strategies. This weekly memo will serve
as a portable staff meeting and eliminate the need to use valuable time to meet about information that
can be disseminated with a memo. In addition to a weekly memo, the principal will use district email to
alert teachers and staff to news, reminders, and general information.
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In addition to written communication, administration meets with teachers in monthly afterschool
faculty meetings and committee meetings, as well as through weekly grade level/department team
meetings. Effectiveness of communication is measured through sign-in sheets, staff response to
requests, informal surveys, agendas, meeting minutes, informal observation and student performance.
Community Communication
Each week the principal will send a weekly newsletter to parents and interested community members
via SAISD’s School Mint and/or other email list servers that communicate information about the campus
including, upcoming events, games, activities and notable student accomplishments. This newsletter
will provide parents with friendly school reminders as well as keep families engaged with the
“happenings” of the school. This newsletter will be archived on our school website and in the school’s
office. Multiple paper copies for those who visit the campus will be placed in the office, the conference
room, and the parent volunteer room. Parents will also receive a monthly calendar highlighting all
activities, events, and special days for the month. The calendar will also be posted on the News Bulletin
Board by the front entrance. In addition to a weekly newsletter and monthly calendar, the school will
use other resources to communicate news, reminders, and information to parents and community, such
as Social Media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter); the Campus website; the campus marquee; Jefferson Education
Leadership Council (JELC) meeting; School Events; Campus Leadership Team meeting; Parent-Principal
Coffees; and Parent Conferences. Effectiveness of communication with parents and community will be
measured through sign-in sheets, feedback forms, agendas, meeting minutes, informal observation,
conference/contact logs, and annual surveys.
Informally, school personnel and constituent groups communicate with each other regarding school
activities, issues, and goals. For example, when middle school level students have a concern or a
request the send unofficial student representatives to talk with the principal. These impromptu,
informal conversations have led to changes in programs, schedules and activities. Another example, he
principal will visit the parent volunteer room on an informal basis to gather parent feedback on a variety
of topics relating to the school. Administration plans to continue the informal communication
strategies, as this has provided another venue for community-school communications.
Student Recruitment and Retention
Recruitment
Fenwick welcomes and encourages all students to apply. We serve all students from PK to 8th grade,
including Special Education students, 504 students, English Language Learners, and Gifted and Talented.
Fenwick will work with the Office of Enrollment to determine the parameters for opening up enrollment
to families outside of the Fenwick attendance area, while ensuring that our neighborhood students’
needs are met. Recruitment activities will include the following:





Work with the district publications department to develop print materials (e.g. brochures,
postcards, flyers, posters, banners), that will be used to advertise Fenwick, as well as provide
information for parents and community members. Information will be provided in both English and
Spanish.
Work with the district communications department to make informational and promotional videos
for use in meetings, school tours, and at events.
Hold events that will allow for current parents, prospective families, and community members to
learn more about Fenwick and the IB Programme. Events such as campus open house, campus tour,
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informational meetings (e.g. Principal Coffees, IB Information Sessions, PTA) and school events (e.g.
Art Showcase, International Night, etc.).
The administrative team will participate in activities/events to recruit incoming Pre-Kindergarten
and Kindergarten students.
Fenwick teachers will be able to communicate the IB Programme to parents
Form a campus recruitment team that will develop and Implement a communication plan that uses
different formats such as the school marquee, campus website, social media, phone calls, text
messages, parent meetings, and printed documents (e.g. newsletter, flyers).
Campus participates in reach out events such as the SAISD District Showcase, Block Walks,
community events, JELC, and coordinated activities with our feeder campus Jefferson High School.
Participate in events located throughout our community such as those held at Woodlawn Lake, the
Art Deco District, YMCA, and community health fairs. During these events the campus will pass out
promotional materials (e.g. flyers, pencils) and showcase our students (e.g. fine arts performances).
Work with Texas IB Schools to market our campus at Texas IB events across the state.

Enrollment Retention
The goal of Fenwick Academy is to increase student enrollment and keep students enrolled through 8th
grade. When students withdraw from Fenwick during the course of the year we hold an exit conference
and/or provide an exit survey to identity the reason for leaving. If possible, we will work with the
families to keep students enrolled at Fenwick. In the spring of each year, we will send home a
“Returning to Fenwick” confirmation form. Campus staff members will contact parents who indicate
they are not returning next year to discuss with the families their reasons for not returning. Staff will
also make contact with families who do not complete the online registration. When there are issues or
concerns that are campus related, we will work with the family to see if we can address their concerns
and encourage them to stay at Fenwick. The advertisement strategies used for recruitment above will
be ongoing, and modified as needed to address different stakeholder groups (e.g. new parents vs.
established parents).
Parent understanding of the IB Programme is vital to the sustainability and success of our school. In
order that parents develop a clear understanding of the IB Programme, staff will present IB information
at each parent event/activity throughout the year. In addition, the campus will provide IB training
specifically for parents to develop a deeper understanding of the IB vision. As students grow in IB, they
will also be able to explain the program through student-led conferences, school programs, and student
presentations. Parent understanding of IB will be assessed through feedback forms, surveys, rating
scales, group discussions, and informal observation. Our goal is to grow parents as advocates for
Fenwick and the IB Programme, so that they can go out into the community and help with recruitment.
Student satisfaction in their school is just as important as it is for their parents. To ensure that Fenwick
students feel supported, included and recognized, the campus implements a variety of strategic
activities. The school counselor sponsors the Peer Assistance Leadership Team (PALS), which are 5th –
7th grade students that serve as mentors and peer mediators for students who need additional academic
and/or social support. After school clubs and organizations provide students an opportunity to explore
their interests and build comradery with their peers. Extracurricular groups include Safety Patrols,
Drama, Chess, Art, Choir, Running, UIL and Sports Teams. Student progress and success is recognized at
the end of each grading period for achievements in academics, attendance, citizenship, fine arts,
athletics, and student improvement. Through the implementation of the IB Programme, students also
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learn how to build a portfolio of their work and how to lead a conference with their parents regarding
their progress and performance.
Our success in student retention will be measured by the re-enrollment of students from year to year.
The campus will also use an annual parent and student survey in the spring to gather feedback about
parent and student satisfaction with the school, as well as identify concerns.
School Climate and Culture
Fenwick’s climate and culture is in the midst of change. Two years ago we added 6th grade to our
campus, this year we added 7th grade, and next year we will add 8th grade. The transition was done in a
way that we grew our own students from 5th grade on up. The purpose behind making the change to
become a PK-8 campus was to provide our oldest students with an educational environment in which
they would not get lost. Our feeder middle school has 900 plus students coming from 7 different
elementary schools. Students were leaving Fenwick at the end of 5th grade, where there were only 60
students in their grade level. Because the middle years are a significant developmental phase for
students, keeping students in a familiar setting, with teachers and staff they know provides that safety
net they need as they transition to high school.
However, we have learned that the middle year’s culture and the primary year’s culture are different.
Through the implementation of the IB instructional model and the Learner Profile, we will be able to
differentiate for elementary and middle grade students, while still providing a cohesive program that
unifies us as one school. Our MYP will provide students with more independence and choice, such as in
electives and extracurricular activities. Student groups, such as PALS, Jr. Honor Society and Student
Council will give students the opportunity to use their voice and make decisions for their school.
Movement from class to class will also look different, as students are given more autonomy to get from
one location to the next, instead of walking with their teacher in a line. There will be social activities,
assemblies, and other events that are specifically for middle school or elementary school. We will also
have those school traditions and activities that bring us together as a whole school community.
Code of Conduct
Fenwick Academy adopts the SAISD Student Code of Conduct and Disciplinary Alternative Education
Program and will apply them in its own discipline management plan and procedures.
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Student Discipline
Using the Review 360 student behavior management program, data regarding student behavior was
collected for the years 2016, 2017, 2018. The data is reflected in the chart below:

Total Number of
Discipline Referrals
Top 3 Infractions
% of Boys/Girls
Referred
Top 3 Grade Levels
#/%
Top 3 Locations for
Incidents
# Students referred
Month with the
highest number of
referrals

2016 (K-5)

2017 (K-5)

2018 (*K-6)

135

188

262

Verbal/Physical 60%
Disrupting Class 11%
Fighting 9.6%

Verbal/Physical 57.4%
Insubordination 21.8%
Fighting 16%

84.6%/15.4%

84.6%/15.4%

Insubordination 31.7%
Verbal/Physical 24.4%
Disrupting Class 24%
64.1%/35.9%

4th 43/ 31.9%
3rd 23/ 17%
5th 13/ 9.6%
Classroom 41.5%
Hallways 14.8%
PE 12.6%
1-4 referrals: 31
5 or more referrals: 8

5th 51/27.1%
Kinder 49/ 26.1%
1st 39/20.7%
Classroom 42.6%
Cafeteria 18.1%
PE 13.8%
1-4 referrals: 58
5 or more referrals: 10

6th 118/ 45%
4th 33/ 12.6%
3rd 29/ 11.1%
Classroom 57.3%
Hallways 10.3%
Cafeteria 7.3%
1-4 referrals: 55
5 or more referrals: 13

February -24 17.8%

February (37) 19.7%

February (55) 21%

The data shows that there was an increase in number of referrals by 53 between 2016 to 2017. We also
had an increase in student enrollment between those two years. In 2018, we had a decline in total
enrollment, but added 6th grade. The majority of referrals in 2018 were from 6th grade with 45%. The
cohort of 6th grade students had the most referrals when they were in 5th grade in 2017 and the most
referrals when they were in 4th grade in 2016. Verbal/physical misconduct was the top reason for
referrals in 2016 and 17; and in 2018 it was Insubordination, which again coincides with the addition of
6th grade. Consistently for over three years, there is a higher percentage of boys referred versus girls;
however, in 2018 we saw a new trend with a decrease in boys by about 20%, but an increase in the
number of girls referred. This new trend can also be attributed to 6th grade, as most of the girls referred
were in 6th grade. The classroom is the location with the most number of referrals for all three years,
with second and third place being locations where larger numbers of students gather such as hallways,
the gym, and the cafeteria. February is consistently the number one month for most referrals. The
likely reasons are that weather is bad and many days, students do not have recess, and it is a long
stretch between winter break and spring break.
As the team analyzed student behavior data, they noted a troubling trend. In the last two years, there
has been a notable increase in the number of students declaring they want to commit suicide. In 2018
we had 5 students make this outcry (4 were in 6th grade). This year we have had 7, (5 were in grades 6th
and 7th). Observations and anecdotal notes indicate that our students are having difficulty with
interpersonal skills, positive self-esteem, emotional regulation, communication, and resiliency. In
order to develop well-rounded students, not just academically, but socially as well, the campus will be
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implementing a social emotional learning program. This will also help to reduce discipline incidents and
ensure the learning environment is conducive for learning and success.
The Fenwick PBIS Team (Positive Behavior Improvement Support) meets on a monthly basis to review
student behavior data, student attendance and school climate issues. The PBIS team also is responsible
for monitoring the implementation of the school wide SOAR Expectations (Fenwick Falcons Are Safe,
Orderly, Accountable and Respectful). As part of SOAR, the team provides incentives and celebrations
for students and staff. Classes work towards completing a “Soaropoly” game board by earning tickets
for positive behavior in common areas. When a class completes a game board they earn a treat for the
class. Students earn individual incentives within the classroom. The PBIS team also recognizes teachers
for participation in school activities. Teachers may earn things such as “jeanious” passes which allows
them to wear jeans for a day; coupons for free snacks; and early leave passes.
Special days and events are scheduled throughout the year to promote school and team spirit. These
include PBIS SOAR Kickoff Week, Red Ribbon Week, Halloween Character Parade, Rodeo Day, Cowboy
Breakfast, Pajama & Slippers Reading Day, Color Wars, Spring Fling, Field Day at Woodlawn Park,
Dances, Pep Rallies, Buddy Classes, and campus Fiesta Float Parade. In addition, we have established a
partnership with the Jefferson High School JROTC, who spend a day with us each fall presenting the
Junior Achievement lessons in all classrooms. Students also have several opportunities throughout the
year to engage in experiences such as field trips, guest presenters, college visits, and career days that
expose them to opportunities outside the school walls.
The PBIS team is redesigning SOAR to align with the IB Learner Profile so that students can see how their
behaviors match the LP attributes.
The committee will also develop a Learner Profile Report Card
that will be used to assess students in their proficiency demonstrating understanding and use of the
Learner Profile Attributes. The Learner Profile Report card will be distributed to parents during student
led parent conferences held during the school year.
Proposed Autonomies and Rationales
Fenwick Academy will have autonomy to run all aspects of the school subject only to federal, state, and
local law and this agreement to the fullest extent possible. Based on campus performance data, the
school identified deficits and challenges that are keeping the school from progressing. The school made
the decision to implement the IB Primary Years and Middle Years Programmes with a Fine Arts
Enhancement as the Academic Model for this charter. This Academic model, if implemented with
fidelity, is designed to address challenges and meet our campus goals. Autonomies are required for
successful implementation of the Academic Model as defined in this charter application.
Fenwick Academy staff will retain as much authority and autonomy as permitted by law or TEA rule,
including 19 TAC §19.1075 and 97.1079, over its School and operations. Any authority or responsibility
not specifically given to the District in the Agreement or by law or TEA rule will remain with Fenwick
Academy, including, but not limited to, the following:
Curriculum
The Fenwick Academy curriculum will adhere to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) for all
content areas. All teachers will deliver TEKS based instruction using the International Baccalaureate (IB)
academic model, an inquiry-based approach to teaching and learning. All teachers will follow the IB
Programme model designed for their assigned grade level and subject area. The IB Primary Years
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Programme (PYP) will be used for grades PK – 5th and the IB Middle Years Programme (MYP) will be used
for grades 6th – 8th. (Rationale: To provide purposeful and relevant learning opportunities that engage
students, improve student achievement, and increase student enrollment.)
Instructional Materials
Fenwick Academy shall have autonomy to select all curriculum, textbooks, instructional technology and
instructional materials to be used for delivery of the academic program of the school. These
instructional materials and resources will be used to support students learning in daily instruction,
including interventions and enrichment. (Rationale: To ensure that teachers have the appropriate
materials to implement the IB Programme and Fine Arts Enhancement.)
Assessment
All teachers will participate in developing and implementing campus assessments that evaluate student
progress and performance levels as well as instructional effectiveness. Fenwick Academy shall have
autonomy to select and implement or decline to use all or parts of district-developed assessments, such
as, but not limited to CBA’s, Benchmarks, and Semester Exams. (Rationale: The TEKS incorporated into
the IB units of inquiry may not align with the pacing calendar for the district, therefore, district
developed assessments may not correlate with the TEKS being taught during that same time frame at
Fenwick.)
Grade Reporting and Placement
To determine the type of grade reporting and standards for grade promotion. (Rationale: To allow the
campus to use standards-based grading as prescribed by IB Programme and align grade reporting with
the IB requirements for 6-week units in the PYP and 4 units in the MYP. It will also allow the school to
incorporate the Learner Profile attributes with the report card.)
Lesson Plans
Fenwick Academy staff will use lesson planners to develop the required PYP and MYP unit plans.
Fenwick grade level/department PLC teams will write weekly lesson plans that delineate by day, class
period, and subject the plan for instruction. Teachers are required to include the TEK, the
resources/materials to be used, instructional activities, IB unit guiding questions, and checks for
understanding. Lesson plans and IB unit planners will be posted electronically through a documentsharing format, such as Google Docs. Grade level teams are expected to revise and reflect on all Unit
Planners. (Rationale: To ensure that lessons are consistently being developed that support the IB units
of study. Revision and reflection at the conclusion of each unit is an IB requirement.)
Calendar and Schedule
Fenwick Academy has the autonomy to choose their school calendar and daily schedule as long as the
proposed calendar has the required 75,600 minutes per year and parents have received ample notice of
any changes that may differ from those in other SAISD schools. (Rationale: To establish necessary
professional development and planning with other IB campuses.)
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Teacher Conference and Planning Periods
Fenwick Academy teachers will have the state required minimum 450 minutes within a 10-day period
for conference and planning. Additionally, grade level/department teams will actively participate in
collaborative team planning sessions as scheduled within the school day. (Rationale: To support the
campus needs and team collaboration in order to meet the schools’ goals and IB expectations. And to
invest in campus talent by providing professional growth opportunities.)
Budget
Fenwick Academy will have autonomy to develop their school budget and allocate school funds as they
determine is most appropriate to meet the needs of students and teachers. Fenwick will also have
autonomy to convert staff positions to dollars for our campus if such positions are not needed.
Rationale: Due to the implementation of the IB Programme and Fine Arts extension, funds are needed
to provide staff, training, materials, resources, and technology that are not in the typical school
allocated budget. Flexibility is needed to move funds where needed to meet the campus objectives and
goals.
To have a district issued credit card (purchasing card) to be controlled by the principal. This is important
for the campus as they typically do more professional development that requires travel and order more
materials than other campuses because of IB and its focus on inquiry-based instruction. (Rationale: The
use of a campus credit card will afford the campus the opportunity to purchase materials in a timely
manner and ease the process of making necessary travel arrangements for required professional
development.)
To be able to purchase professional memberships (such as Texas Association of Secondary School
Principals, TASSP, and Texas Elementary Principals Association, TEPSA) using our campus funds.
Professional memberships and conferences associated with these memberships allow the opportunity
for the campus administration to further our knowledge and expertise in matters related to curriculum,
instruction, and assessment. (Rationale: This will also help campus administrators to stay engaged with
matters related to school leadership and best practices on the implementation of IB and other school
programs.)
To make consolidated purchases, such as technology, marquees and furniture, with other IB schools in
the SAISD IB network. (Rationale: If a single vendor is able to offer a discount to the network of schools,
then the campus wishes to take advantage of this right in order to spend its funds in the most fiscally
responsible manner possible.)
District and Vendor Services
Fenwick Academy will have autonomy to opt out of district service and receive dollars to the Fenwick
Academy budget instead, provided that the campus does not opt out of District transportation and food
services. (Rationale: To align resources and better meet the needs of the campus.)
The campus will have autonomy to select our own service vendors that may or may not be approved by
the district. Including but not limited to: Amazon, Walmart, Home Depot, Costco, Sam’s, Dollar Tree,
Target. (Rationale: The benefits to the campus would be cost effectiveness and timeliness, allowing the
campus to provide materials when needed.)
To use funds to purchase materials, resources, and memberships through international vendors.
Because of the nature of IB, many of the resources and materials are only available through what are
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typically considered “sole source” vendors—many of whom reside overseas. (Rationale: The campus
will benefit from increased autonomy to purchase without unnecessary restrictions.)
Site Based Decision Making
Fenwick Academy has autonomy to select a site-based decision-making committee that is different than
the structure required by the District. (Rationale: To meet the expectations of the charter and the IB
Programme, Fenwick wants to create a site-based decision making committee that will include both
campus based personnel and community members who can contribute additional expertise and
resources.)
Campus Staffing
Fenwick Academy has autonomy in regards to the following staffing areas: To revise existing roles
and/or create new positions, dependent on funding, for example: IB Coordinators for both PYP and
MYP; Fine Arts Teachers such as Dance, Band, Choir, Art, Theater; Technology and Design Teachers; and
Foreign Language Teachers.
To add positions that enhance and support our programs, such as: Tech Integration Teacher or Assistant;
Reading Specialist; Math Specialist; a Counselor for MYP, full or part-time; and Master Teachers. The
identification of enhancement staff will be determined by funding availability. (Rationale: Fenwick does
not have all of the positions to fully support the IB Programs and the Fine Arts Enhancement as outlined
in in our Academic Model.)
Professional Development
In the area of professional development; Fenwick Academy has the autonomy:


To opt in/out of district required professional development for teachers, administrators and
support staff.
 To select and implement all professional development for teachers and administrators.
 To select our own professional development vendors.
(Rationale: Campus staff is required to participate in IB training. Additional professional development
will be based on the individual needs of the campus, and grade level/department teams. Selection of
vendors will provide the campus with additional resources to support teacher growth and increase
student achievement.)
Recruitment and Hiring
Fenwick Academy will create a recruitment and hiring plan that will include our own job descriptions,
and an interview protocol that includes questions and selection criteria. Candidates for campus
vacancies, when possible, will be interviewed by a Fenwick Hiring Panel. Members of the hiring panel
will participate in interview protocol training prior to participating on the panel. Candidates must
complete legally-required background checks through the district.
Displaced teachers will need to meet the same high quality standards as other teachers hired at
Fenwick. (Rationale: To hire highly qualified teachers that will support the mission and academic
program of the Fenwick campus.)
To be exempt from other SAISD campuses from recruiting students from our campus. The campus will
still participate in district-wide recruitment events such as Experience SAISD; however, the campus
wishes to be able to refuse to allow other SAISD schools, not in our normal feeder pattern, the
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opportunity to recruit from our campus. (Rationale: With the growth of IB, it is important to be able to
retain one’s students from year to year.)
Student Discipline
Fenwick Academy has autonomy to select and implement a campus based discipline program.
(Rationale: To connect IB attributes to a campus-wide discipline program.)
Capacity of Applicant Leadership Team
Team Member Name
Current Role
(First and Last)
Dr. Tambrey Ozuna
Principal
Julie Beasley
Teacher
Michelle Guzman
Teacher

Current Work
Organization
Fenwick Academy
Fenwick Academy
Fenwick Academy

Proposed Role at
School
Principal
Teacher
Teacher

Principal – Dr. Tambrey Ozuna
Dr. Ozuna is a career educator with over 30 years of experience. She has served in SAISD as a teacher in
grades 1-7; Curriculum Specialist; Assistant Principal; and Principal.
Dr. Ozuna, has been in her current assignment at Fenwick Academy for nine years. During this time
period, the campus underwent a 13-million-dollar renovation project and successfully merged with
Nelson Elementary, when that campus facility was closed. In the 2017-2018 school year, Fenwick began
the transition to becoming a PK-8 Academy. Under her leadership, Fenwick has achieved status as TEA
Distinction Designated School for five consecutive years.
Dr. Ozuna holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Education from Oklahoma State University; a Master’s Degree in
Educational Administration from the University of Texas San Antonio; and Doctorate in Educational
Leadership from Baylor University. Through her studies at Baylor, Dr. Ozuna had the opportunity to
travel abroad and study educational systems in Germany, Austria, and The Netherlands, which gives her
a unique international perspective to education. It was during these travels that she first was
introduced to the IB continuum of programs and the impact an IB education has on students.
Teacher – Julie Beasley
Ms. Beasley is a career educator who has served in SAISD as a classroom teacher for 25 years, 20 of
which have been at Fenwick Academy. Ms. Beasley holds a Bachelor’s Degree from the University of
Texas at San Antonio. Throughout her teaching career Ms. Beasley has held several leadership roles,
which include Grade Level Chair/Academic Coordinating Teacher; Campus Science Lead Teacher;
Campus Math Lead Teacher; PBIS Team Member; CLT Representative, and Teacher Mentor. She is a
teacher that is held in high regard by her colleagues. Her students consistently perform at high
academic levels. For the 2018 school year 100% of her students passed the 5th grade Math STAAR and
94% passed the 5th grade Reading STAAR. In addition, Ms. Beasley was on the IB Exploration Team and
has attended IB PYP Training at TIBS.
Teacher – Michelle Guzman
Ms. Guzman is a career educator who has served in SAISD as a classroom teacher for 27 years. She
taught at Nelson Elementary School for 24 years, moving to Fenwick Academy with the Nelson students
when Nelson closed in 2015. Ms. Guzman holds a Bachelor’s Degree from the University of Texas at San
Antonio. Throughout her teaching career Ms. Guzman has held several leadership roles, which include
Grade Level Chair/Academic Coordinating Teacher; Campus Reading Lead Teacher; Campus Math Lead
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Teacher; PBIS Team Member; CLT Representative, and Teacher Mentor. She is a teacher that is held in
high regard by her colleagues. Her students consistently perform at high academic levels. For the 2018
school year 82% of her students passed the 4th grade Math STAAR and 78% passed the 4th grade
Reading STAAR. In addition, Ms. Guzman was on the IB Exploration Team and has attended IB PYP
Training at TIBS.
Human Capital
Recruit Teachers/Staff
Fenwick Academy will develop a profile for teachers and other staff positions that provides team
members on the hiring panel a guide for rating applicants. Candidates recommended for a position at
Fenwick must demonstrate a strong belief in an internationally-minded education, inquiry based
instruction, community service, and a desire to teach in an IB school.
The administration and hiring team of Fenwick Academy will conduct interviews, as well as attend local
teacher job fairs. When vacancies occur at the campus, administration will work closely with the district
Talent Management department to find qualified candidates. In addition, job openings will be posted
on the Texas IB Schools website to attract experienced IB teachers to Fenwick Academy. A major part of
our recruitment plan is to share the history and legacy of Fenwick Academy and then promote the vision
for the future of Fenwick, which includes being a premier IB World School, with teachers trained in the
best practices in pedagogy, including specific IB training in “Approaches to Teaching” and “Approaches
to Learning”.
Develop Teachers/Staff:
Fenwick Academy teachers and staff will participate in a comprehensive professional development
program that will focus on increasing instructional effectiveness and building teacher capacity. Ongoing
IB training will be required for all Fenwick teachers. IB training options include TIBS/IB conferences and
campus/district based training with an IB Consultant. Teachers will have opportunities throughout the
school year to collaborate in coordinated sessions with their colleagues from the other SAISD IB
campuses. In addition, Fenwick teachers and staff will participate in selected training opportunities
provided through SAISD, Region 20, and other approved providers. Additional training will focus on
areas where teachers need support and enrichment, such as ESL/Dual Language; Social-Emotional
Learning; Instructional Technology and Balanced Literacy.
While Fenwick teachers may participate in other training besides IB, they will always put what they learn
into the context of the PYP and MYP. An example of this is lesson planning. Teachers are trained on
developing inquiry-based lessons that promote active student engagement and higher thinking. An IB
teacher will take that same training and incorporate it into IB Unit Planners and be sure to infuse tenets
of the IB Learner Profile and International Mindedness.
Retain Teachers/Staff:
Retention of teachers and staff is important for the campus to maintain a trajectory of growth and
improvement. Many hours of training, planning, and instruction will be put into the implementation of
the PYP and MYP. As teachers grow and master the components of the programs, their replacement will
become more difficult. In order to maintain a low teacher turnover, Fenwick plans to continue to
engage our staff in excellent professional development opportunities and ensure adequate time for
team planning. Opportunities to attend TIBS training will give teachers the chance to engage with other
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IB teachers from across the state and country. Scheduled collaboration sessions with the other SAISD IB
schools, will also give teachers a chance to build their professional network.
Teacher and staff recognitions, celebrations and incentives are provided to support our team. “Shout
Out” recognitions for teachers and staff who have gone above and beyond are put in the weekly staff
newsletter. Staff birthdays are recognized during morning announcements. Refreshments are provided
for staff meetings and professional development sessions. The campus PTA and parent volunteers
provide class coverage for teachers and staff to attend the Staff Winter Luncheon. And in the spring, the
PTA hosts a week-long celebration providing a special treat each day of the week. At the end of the
year, administration hosts a staff luncheon and presents awards to staff members in the following
categories: Years of service to the district; Years of service to Fenwick; Sponsorship of student
extracurricular groups; retirements; and other notable achievements. All staff receive an annual award
tag with the theme for the year.
School Network Development Plan
N/A
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Constituent Map & Stakeholder Engagement
Knowing Your Constituents
Constituent
Category*

Specific People, Groups,
or Organizations



Elementary Grades
PK-5
Middle Years Grades
6-8

Students

Ways School is Currently Meeting
this Group’s Needs









Instruction is provided for PK-7
Various Afterschool activities
provided for students
Athletics – Middle Years
Afterschool Challenge program
Before & after school tutoring g
Bilingual & Dual Language classes
Special Education, Dyslexia and
504 Services for eligible students
Master Teachers

Ways School is Currently Not
Meeting this Group’s Needs








Parents and
Families






School Staff






Fenwick Parents &
Families (including
grandparents who
are raising their
grandchildren)
Fenwick PTA
Fenwick Parent
Volunteers



Teachers
 Classroom
Content
 Specials/Electives
 Special
Ed/Dyslexia
Support/Admin. Staff
 Principal, AP
 Counselor
 IB Coordinator &
Instruct. Coach
Paraprofessionals
Classified Staff















Communication through: emails,
memos, newsletters, monthly
calendars, phone message
system, classroom newsletters,
marquee
PTA Meetings
Student programs/performances
Parent-Teacher Conferences
PTA representatives on the CLT
Parent-Principal Coffees
Meetings and all communication
are translated in Spanish



Professional Development
90 minute Weekly scheduled
grade level meetings with
administration and IB
coordinators
2 Master Teachers
Classroom observations and
feedback
Orientation on PYP and MYP for
paras and classified staff
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Instructional Model and
Delivery is not at the depth
and rigor needed for
students to excel.
Lack of resources
(technology, intervention
materials and resources).
Lack of support staff, e.g. a
counselor for the middle
school grades; campus
instructional coach;
Lack of variety in electives
for grades 6-8
Electronic communication
and media (e.g. Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram,
Remind).
Engaging parents and
Increasing parent
participation

Prof Dev that is relevant to
the needs of the campus
Planning time for
specials/electives teachers
to work and plan together
A MYP instructional coach
is needed
1 counselor who is
stretched thin with the
range of PK-7. The MYP
students need age
appropriate guidance and
counseling.
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Constituent
Category*

School
Support
Groups

Neighborhood
Groups

Business
Community

Nonprofits,
Institutions of
Higher Ed

Specific People, Groups,
or Organizations


Ways School is Currently Meeting
this Group’s Needs


Thomas Jefferson HS
JROTC


Ways School is Currently Not
Meeting this Group’s Needs

JROTC cadets provide Junior
Achievement Lessons to all
classes grades K-5
JROTC cadets provide Flag
Ceremonies for school programs

Additional opportunities for the
cadets to mentor students.
Coordinating schedules is
problematic.



Jefferson Education
Leadership Council
(JELC)



Campus provide updates about
campus events, news, etc at
monthly JELC meetings

Participation in all JELC events
is limited due to conflicting
schedules with Fenwick events.








Campus provides customers for
businesses and/or purchases
items for the school
Campus invites organizations to
Career Day, Safety Trainings, and
Assemblies (e.g. Health Heroes)
Campus receives coupons for
student recognitions.



None




HEB
Bexar County Sheriff
SAPD Substation
SAFD (Culebra
Station)
Dominoes
Peter Piper Pizza



St. Mary’s University



St. Mary’s provides student
mentors/tutors for Fenwick
students. This is reciprocal, as St.
Mary’s students are education
majors.



State assessment schedules
limit the amount of time
older students can
participate in the spring.




Completed Engagement
Fenwick Academy families participate for school events such as Meet the Teacher, Trunk or Treat,
Storybook Character Parade, Dia De Los Muertos, and Turkey Bingo. Parents and families also come to
student music and theater performances and art exhibits. Attendance at PTA meetings is larger when
it coincides with a student performance. However, because the grade level changes from month to
month, so do the parents who show up. There is a small core of parents who attend every PTA
meeting, regardless of the grade level performing.
Parent participation in activities such as parent-teacher conferences, parent training, and academic
nights. Our fall parent teacher conferences are the best attended, with an average of 70-75% of
parents participating. The reason for the success of the Fall conferences is that the first report card can
only be given to parents at a conference. Teachers also get a substitute for a day, in order to provide
more time slots for parents to choose from.
Principal Coffees are held on a monthly basis and provide us the opportunity to share with parents and
community members what is going on at the campus. This year, the principal coffees have focused on
the IB Programme, middle school, and the charter process. Attendance has been steadily growing this
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year, and we attribute that to the changes that are occurring at the campus. The campus PFL and
Master Reading Teacher provide parent training in the area of literacy each month. Parents learn a
strategy, and get to do a make and take. At some sessions, their children may attend the session with
them. In addition, the PFL and Master Reading Teacher have also initiated a “Read with Grandparents”
program that occurs on Friday afternoons. Grandparents come in towards the end of the day and
students get to go and read to them. The PFL also collaborates with the other PFL’s in the Jefferson
feeder pattern and uses the information and strategies that are shared at these meetings, with Fenwick
parents.
District Support Personnel such as Bilingual Implementation Specialist, GATE Instructional Specialist, and
a Science Instructional Coach have provided coaching, modeling, support, and feedback to teachers and
students. We have learned that the supports that are in place meet some of our campus needs however
we are needing more support in the areas of ELAR K-7th, and Math 6th-7th. Through events like “The
State of the Campus,” teachers and administration are able to articulate to District support personnel
the needs of the campus. Since presenting the “State of the Campus,” District Personnel have reached
out to assist in meeting our campus needs. By doing this, we can ensure that the appropriate resources
and materials are being provided to meet the needs of our students and their families.
Planned Engagement
Information about the IB Programme and the proposed addition of a Fine Arts Enhancement will be
presented to parents during Principal Coffees and monthly PTA Meetings. Parents will also receive
information about the In-District Charter process. Information flyers, in both English and Spanish, will
be provide at these meetings. The flyers will also be available in the main office and in the parent
room, staff will be available to answer questions in those locations.
Talking points and FAQs will be provided to teachers to use during fall parent-teacher conferences to be
held in November. When parents enter the school for their parent conference they will sign in at a table
located in the front entrance. At that time, they will receive a ballot for the In-District Charter proposal
for Fenwick. They will be asked if they have any questions, or need additional explanation. When
parents meet with their child’s teacher for the conference, teachers will also ask if they have any
questions. Parents may complete their ballot at any time when they are on the campus for the fall
parent-teacher conference, or return it at a later time. The campus goal is to complete the collection of
parent ballots by the end of the month.
In addition, to the above opportunities, parents will continue to receive information about the IB
Programme and the In-District Charter process at family events scheduled during October and
November. Events include Trunk or Treat, the Costume Character Parade, Turkey Bingo, and student
programs. Beginning in December, the PFL will reach out to families that have not completed a ballot.
In the Spring, the campus will continue to hold Principal Coffees and PTA meetings. During these
meetings, campus staff will continue to present information about the IB Programmes so that parents
become more and more familiar with the framework. The campus is also planning an IB Night in late
spring to showcase student projects. Throughout the year, each grade level has had an opportunity to
present a program about an assigned continent. For instance, in October our first grade students
showcased Antarctica and Australia. In May we end the year with a Fine Arts showcase in which student
art is displayed, and our student music and theater groups provide entertainment.
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One of our goals is to teach students how to lead their parents in a conference regarding the students’
progress. This is a component of the IB program, and our hope is that it will bring more parents to
conferences. Our first step in this process is to have students begin their portfolios that will move with
them to the next grade level.
Governance (Part 1)
Role of the Campus Governing Board
Texas Council for International Studies (TCIS)
Fenwick Academy is applying to TEA to create a school governance partnership with a non-profit
partner, Texas Council for International Studies (TCIS).
The tremendous growth in Texas of the IB and of Texas IB Schools (TIBS), the regional IB organization,
created the need for a TIBS partner organization. As a result, the Texas Council for International Studies
(TCIS), a 501(c)(3) organization, was established to support the general improvement of education for
students enrolled in IB programs in the state of Texas, specifically in San Antonio ISD. TCIS was founded
by IB educators and community leaders to partner with Texas school districts and TIBS to achieve high
quality implementation of the IB curriculum. The Executive Director of TIBS is a permanent, voting
member of the Board of TCIS. TCIS facilitates an IB education with partnership agreements to support
implementation of the IB at IB World Schools through program development, professional training,
curriculum planning, marketing campaigns and scholarship programs.
To this end, TCIS works to:
-

Ensure a continuity and commitment to the standards of performance espoused by the
International Baccalaureate Organization;
Facilitate program development, professional development, curriculum planning, and
scholarship programs at IB World Schools in SAISD;
Provide authorized IB professional development through agreements with Texas IB Schools and
SAISD.

The role of the TCIS board will be to operate the campus by:
-

Managing the Principal and is responsible for student outcomes
Overseeing all aspects of the curriculum, calendar, assessments, and professional development
of all staff members
Being held accountable through a performance contract agreed upon with SAISD.

The TCIS board will be sustained by rotating two-year renewable appointments to the board who will
hire an executive director to manage all of the IB World Schools, including Fenwick Academy.
It is the plan of this campus and charter to have TCIS’ governing board serve as the governing board for
Fenwick Academy.
As such, the governing board will have strong shared beliefs and values about what is possible for our
students and their ability to learn, as well as our system's ability to teach all children at high levels using
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the International Baccalaureate (IB) Instructional Model. The governing board will meet quarterly. The
agenda will be developed by the Principal in collaboration with the governing board’s Executive Director
and formulated through campus improvement needs. The board will publish agendas prior to the
meetings as well as publishing meeting minutes after meetings are held.
Twice a year the campus principal (or designee) will report on the state of the campus as follows:
- Progress towards annual student performance goals
- Progress towards identified campus goals set by governing board and/or district
- Update on all staffing / personnel matters
- Student celebrations and upcoming campus events
The TCIS Board will be accountability driven and their responsibilities will include the following:













Commit to and aid the campus vision of high expectations for student achievement and quality
instruction using the IB Instructional Framework
Define clear goals to support the campus vision and mission
To aid the campus in implementing with fidelity, the IB Instructional Framework
Embrace, monitor and use data to drive continuous student/campus improvement
Locate and sustain resources to meet campus and district goals
Plan and participate in annual team development and training, at times with campus leadership
and district personnel, to build shared knowledge, values, and commitments for their
improvement efforts
Work collaboratively with school and district staff to share ideas and strategies that support
student success
Craft a formal program for the orientation and ongoing training of new members
Adopt and oversee the TCIS annual budget and the individual IB schools’ annual budgets
Oversee strategic planning for TCIS and the IB network
Establish and maintain a positive, collaborative relationship with staff and the community that
includes a strong communication structure to inform and engage both internal and external
stakeholders in setting and achieving our campus and district goals
Lead as a united team with strong collaboration and mutual trust

The Principal will lead the day to day operations of the school, such as:







Run the campus in line with the direction of the governing board, SAISD policies and procedures,
and in accordance with the plans laid out in this charter application
Keep the board educated and informed through robust quarterly updates and regular/routine
communication with the governing board’s Executive Director
Recommend goals, best practices, and new research-based strategies
Make all hiring and staff development decisions with the support and input of the governing
board’s Executive Director and the campus advisory board
Seek support from the governing board, leveraging their external connections and expertise to
support the organization
Facilitate a campus advisory board that will consist of staff, parents, and community members
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Campus Advisory Board
While the TCIS board will oversee and support individual IB World Schools, the main focus of TCIS will be
to ensure the success of the schools as a network. Each individual IB World School, including Fenwick,
will establish a local campus advisory board that is unique to each school. The role of the campus
advisory board is to advise the principal on matters of curriculum, budget, hiring, school culture, parent
and community engagement, staff professional development, and general operating of the campus. The
principal will work closely with the campus advisory board in developing campus goals, initiatives, and
protocols. The advisory board will also play an active role in ensuring that the school maintains fidelity
to this charter application.
The advisory board members will develop a complimentary and supportive relationship with the TCIS
board. The TCIS board will develop a formal structure for providing IB Network updates to the campus
advisory boards and collecting and responding to feedback from the campus advisory boards.
At Fenwick, the campus advisory board will focus on supporting the Fine Arts and IB programs,
recruiting and training volunteers at the campus, helping to increase student enrollment and parent
engagement, and supporting campus staff.
Membership and Capacity of the Campus Governing Board
TCIS Board
The TCIS board will ultimately consist of seven to eleven members. Board members will be recruited
and selected based on their ability to fulfill the core duties of the board. In addition to meeting the
baseline legal duties of care, loyalty, and obedience, board members will be expected to contribute a
diverse range of expertise in a profession or field beneficial to the success of the IB network. Relevant
knowledge and skills will include expertise in the following fields: marketing, education, IB
implementation, youth development, accounting/finance, facilities/real estate, fundraising skills, and
community leadership. The TCIS board is actively recruiting board members who live in San Antonio and
are heavily involved in the communities of the IB schools.
TCIS Board Member
Name
1. Karen Phillips
2. Walter Sorenson
3. Linda Bouie
4. TBD
5. TBD
6. TBD
7. TBD
8. TBD
9. TBD
10. TBD
11. TBD

Professional Background
Texas IB Schools, Executive
Director
Administrator, The Alcuin School
(an IB School)
IB Coordinator, Longview ISD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
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Proposed Role
on Board
Chair

Relevant Expertise

Member

IB Education

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

IB Education
Marketing
Youth Development
Finance
Real Estate
Fundraising
Community
Community
Community

IB Education
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Campus Advisory Board
The advisory board will consist of staff, administrators, parents, and community members. The school
may utilize the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) to serve as the campus advisory board, but the specific
membership of the board will be at the discretion of the campus. Multiple community and business
members will serve on the committee and each will bring a specific expertise that will support the
school in achieving its goal and maintaining fidelity to the charter. Teacher representatives will be
elected by teachers. The school reserves the right to adjust the committee size according to the needs of
the campus.
Sustaining the Campus Governing Board (TCIS Board and Campus Advisory Board)
The relationships the school can grow and foster with families and other stakeholders is the key to
sustainability and meeting the educational needs of children. To ensure the sustainability of the TCIS
Board and Campus Advisory Board over time, the respective board chairperson will build out staggered
board terms to ensure ongoing health of the board and commitment by members, and to ensure that
members do not come and go all at once, but move off the board in planned intervals. We will research
and invest appropriately in board training for our members, and we will ensure that the training is
adapted for public schools and to the unique situation of our IB World School. The TCIS Board and
Campus Advisory Board commit to the following member recruitment plan:









Identify - Potential board members will be identified through a variety of channels, including
through the social and professional networks of school leadership and current board members.
School leadership and current board members will regularly identify individuals in their
networks to maintain a healthy pipeline of prospective board members that fulfill our need for
specific skills and expertise and who bring diverse perspectives to the board.
Connect - Once identified, potential board members will be connected to the board chair for a
brief introduction and to gauge their baseline level of fit and interest in the role.
Cultivate - Over time, campus and board leadership will cultivate interested potential board
members through one-on-one conversations, school visits, and other informal opportunities.
Vet - Prospective board members who demonstrate a serious interest in serving on the board
will be formally vetted to determine their fit and overall suitability for service.
Socialize - Prospective board members who pass the vetting process will be socialized to current
board members as potential additions to the board. Barring no strong objections to their
candidacy, prospective board members will receive a formal offer to join the board in
accordance with applicable policies and bylaws.
Onboard - Each new board member will undergo a thorough onboarding process to ensure he or
she is able to perform the requisite duties of a board member effectively

Campus Charter Petition
[Petitions Submitted to Office of Innovation]
Staff
In order to engage our teachers, we held several different faculty meetings, information sessions and
PLC conversations regarding the charter process. Teachers discussed concerns, were able to ask
questions, shared input with the design team and application team, along with being informed of the
process. The charter application was shared with both teams and collaboration using comments allowed
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multiple teacher’s input to make the best informed decision for the campus. By educating our teachers,
they were able to share with parents the process and answer questions as they arose. The school
principal led these sessions; however, district personnel were also present to help to answer questions
as well. Drafts of the charter application were shared with staff at various points in the process as well
to gather feedback and edit as needed. Additionally, charter application writers made themselves
available for one-on-one sessions for teachers as needed.
Parents
Fenwick Academy developed a strategic plan to inform classroom teachers as well as families by using
student-led and campus activities to reach out the majority of the stakeholders. With our families we
utilized our student led Primary Years Programme (PYP) Showcase that allowed students to share with
parents their work through the PYP. Many parents attended as well because we combined the event
with a Choir performance and information session regarding the chartering process prior to the PYP
Showcase. Students held discussions with their parents, showed their work for the unit and celebrated
their achievements of the PYP to solidify the impact of this program with our students. We offered three
additional information sessions to share the information with parents. One was after school in the
Library. The next was during a Principal’s Coffee session and finally we had information and one-on-one
discussions with parents during our Fall Festival. Parents were very supportive of the PYP at each of
these events. Information and communication was share in English and Spanish at all events.
Ballots were created in both English and Spanish for parents to read. Principals shared about the
process in their weekly email announcements to parents, and teachers, principals, and administrators
solicited votes via a ballot box in the office. Teachers and administrators also met students and parents
during drop-off/pick-up to help answer questions and inform stakeholders as well.
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Below find presentation slides used at JELC and other parent and staff meetings:
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Budget Exercise
As an in-district charter school, if we received an extra $500,000 for the first two years of operation, we
would use the funds to provide resources that will support components of the campus instructional
program. Specifically, these additional funds would be used in the following areas:
Technology: $316,000. Funds would be used to purchase 20 Smart Boards for core classrooms; 8
Laptop Carts with 32 student laptops in each cart for a total of 254 student laptops. Targeted users of
the laptop carts will be students in grades 4-8. With the current laptop carts on campus, this will
provide each student with a laptop. In addition, 11 iPad carts, which hold 20 iPads each, will be
purchased for PK-3rd grade. This will be a total of 220 iPads. With the current 3-iPad carts on campus,
this will give us a total of 280 iPads. This will be enough for each PK-3 student to have an iPad. An
additional set of 20 student laptops with a charging cart, will be purchased for the STEM classroom.
Rationale: The move to the IB Programme and more inquiry-based instruction creates a need for
students to access technology on a more frequent basis. Students will need to be able to access the
internet for research, visual field trips, and communication with peers from around the world. In
addition, students must be proficient in making presentations that involve slides, pictures, graphics, and
videos. Students also need to be mobile when using technology, as they will be exploring and recording
observations through their inquiry-based learning. Currently, much of the hardware on campus is
outdated and/or not working. Our two computer labs have desktops that were new in 2012 and 2013.
By computer standards, this makes them obsolete. The current computers cannot access the new
programs we are using, including those used for assessment. And almost weekly, another one stops
working altogether. In the last 3 years we have added 3 iPad carts designated for K-2, two of which may
only be used in the bilingual classrooms.
Sustainability: Maintaining and replacing technology hardware is dependent on monies, grants and
other resources. The new technology comes with three-year service packages; during which time we
can use funds from other sources (e.g. 1882 funds, Title 1 funds, grants) to steadily continue purchasing
new hardware.
Fine Arts Program: $14,000. Funds would be used to purchase equipment and materials that will
enhance the fine arts program at Fenwick. $2000 would be used to upgrade the sound system and
stage lighting for the theater class and student performances and $1000 would be used to purchase a
Kiln for the art classroom. The $11,000 remaining would be used to remodel a classroom into a dance
studio for dance instruction. The new dance studio will require a new floor that is conducive to dance
(e.g. hardwood, sprung flooring) and full-length mirrors. Remaining funds will be used to purchase
mobile barres for ballet, a sound system, costumes, and other dance gear as required.
Rationale: In the last four years, Fenwick has been able to expand the Fine Arts program so that our
students now have weekly art and music classes in grades K-5 and Drama Club for grades 3-5. When
the middle school years were added to our campus, our Fine Arts program expanded to include
orchestra and Theater Arts. As part of our design, we want to expand the Fine Arts program to
incorporate more class options and activities for students. In 2015-16 we opened our new wing, which
included a state-of-the-art visual arts classroom. The art room was built with a Kiln room but we need a
Kiln to be able to offer ceramics and pottery as part of our visual arts program. We currently offer
orchestra, choir, music K-5, art K-5, visual art, and theater art. The only area we are not offering is
dance. After studying our campus, a room was identified that would be good for a dance studio.
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However, it will need to have slight remodeling to make it conducive for dance instruction. The Theater
Arts program is now three years old, and students are putting on more productions. The sound and
lighting we currently have is limited in what it can do. For example, our sound system can only
accommodate one wireless microphone, so the mic must be passed to each performer. This frustrates
the students and takes away from the overall performance. The lighting is also not correct for stage
productions.
Sustainability: Once these enhancements are in place, we will maintain each program through our Fine
Arts budget.
STEM Classroom: $27,000. Funds would be used to purchase the materials, resources, and technology
to set up a STEM classroom. The STEM classroom will be used for the Middle Years Programme Design
Classes (grades 6-8), as well as for enhancement activities for students in grades 4-5 and afterschool
clubs. Types of items to be purchased include: Software programs for coding and design; Kits for
robotics and engineering; and varied construction materials. In addition, storage for the various
materials and on-going projects will be needed.
Rationale: During the 2018-19 school year, we added a STEM elective for 6th and 7th grade, however, we
had limited funds to provide the wealth of materials, technology and other resources for students to
truly get a full, rich STEM experience. In 2019-20, we are required to add a Design class as part of the IB
MYP program. All students in grades 6-8 are required to take the Design classes. In order to ensure
that our design classes are fully equipped to maximize learning, we need to ensure that the classroom
has the materials needed.
Sustainability: The largest expense will be the initial setup of the STEM classroom. In the following
years, replacement materials will be added as needed through campus funding.
Social Emotional Learning Program: $143,000. Funds would be used to purchase an additional full-time
counselor for a period of two (2) school years, for a total cost of $140,000. We would use $3,000 to
purchase materials and resources for guidance lessons, SEL activities that enhance the school climate,
and SEL related interventions for struggling students.
Rationale: The addition of middle-school age students to our campus has shed light on how tumultuous
this age can be for students. Our data shows that our students are having a difficult time making this
transition and need more support than we have the resources to provide. We have one counselor who
serves PK-7. Because of the age ranges and the scope of her duties, students in all grades are losing
guidance and counseling opportunities. The staff has also identified that the SEL program is needed for
all students PK-8, so that we may address behaviors and concerns earlier.
Sustainability: We are allocating an additional full time counselor for a period of two school years. This
will give campus staff time to fully implement a strong SEL program, while also providing more services
for middle-year students. It will also allow us time to develop and implement the middle to high school
transition, which our first group of students will go through in 2019-20. After two years, if the campus
wants to continue the full-time counselor position, the school will either re-allocate existing funds to
support the positon or seek additional grant funds. The campus leadership team will review and
recommend continuation of the additional counselor allocation. Additional SEL materials needed after
the initial set up will be minimal, and can be accommodated through other campus funds.
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Governance (Part 2) (TCIS Board and Campus Advisory Board)
Campus Governing Board Expertise and Development
Once members are selected to the TCIS Board, the Executive Director and SAISD’s Assistant
Superintendent for IB Schools will provide a mandatory training for all board members, which will
include the following topics:
-

What is an In-District Charter School?
The role of the Campus Governing Board
How to be an effective member on the Governing Board
An overview of the Campus Improvement Plan and Charter Documents
An overview on campus budget and expenditures and school finance in general
An overview on campus student achievement data and Charter accountability metrics
Any legal requirements of in-district charter school boards

Each board member will be fully versed on the dynamics of the IB school charters, the academic
expectations for our students and teachers, school campus budgeting, and how to read and make
decisions using accountability data from the district and State. Board members will also partake in
annual team building exercises.
A similar onboarding experience will be created and implemented for the campus advisory board, led by
the campus principal.
Each year the TCIS Board will complete a self-assessment and the principals will provide input and
feedback to the TCIS Board. The Board will then set new annual goals for itself, just as the schools are
setting annual goals. Working together, the board and the network principal will identify and access
training opportunities for individual board members and for the board as a whole. The principal will
present the results of the self-assessment and goal setting to the Campus Advisory Board.
As one of several SAISD-authorized charters, the TCIS board will have several other boards that it can
learn from. The board will proactively make connections with other SAISD-authorized charters to
exchange best practices and documents so that we can all improve faster. These might include sample
board agendas, committee structures, goals documents, evaluation forms and protocols, etc.
The TCIS Board will create a finance committee to lead the work of ensuring financial sustainability for
the schools and the network. The committee will be populated with board members who have strong
financial expertise, such as business or accounting backgrounds. This committee will review financial
reports in detail and will pressure test the TCIS and individual school budgets when they are developed
each year. The finance committee will report out to the full board on all issues related to the budget and
the financials throughout the year. If financial challenges arise, the finance committee will work with the
principal to identify options and select the option that is in the best interest of students and that fits
within financial constraints.
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Campus Governing Board Leader Personal Statement
In my capacity as board leader, I am genuinely excited by the opportunity to be a part of this new
network initiative in San Antonio. As an educator with forty-five years of experience, the Executive
Director of Texas IB Schools, and an active member of the International Baccalaureate® community, I see
great promise in the implementation of the International Baccalaureate® to provide students in the
urban core of San Antonio with an excellent education meeting world standards. I see this work as
leader of the board as an opportunity to advocate for students and support schools invested in
developing into one network committed to developing the leaders of tomorrow within our schools. I can’t
wait to get started with this important, meaningful work as leader of the Texas Council for International
Studies board.
- Karen Phillips
TCIS Board Member
Campus Governing Board Engagement with Families and Other Stakeholders (TCIS Board and Campus
Advisory Board)
The TCIS Board and Campus Advisory Boards will interact with our constituents through a variety of
formats, including:


Board meetings: Quarterly board meetings will be open to the public and held on campus. The
board will make every effort to allow public comment whenever members of the public attend.



Campus visits: All board members will be encouraged to visit the campus regularly. This will be
facilitated by board meetings scheduled on campus, and board members will arrive early or stay
late from time to time so they can visit classrooms, and talk to teachers, students and parents.



Event attendance: Board members will be encouraged to attend public events at the school
(plays, competitions, sporting events, award ceremonies, etc.)



Staff interactions: At least once a year, the Campus Advisory Board will host lunch for the staff
and have the opportunity to informally interact with the staff and hear how things are going on
campus, as well as answering questions from the staff about the board. The TCIS Board will be
invited and encouraged to attend all staff lunches.



Student interactions: In addition to attending events at the school, board members may engage
students in short focus groups while they are on campus to hear about issues that are top of
mind for students.



Family interactions: Board members will have the opportunity to interact with family members
who choose to attend board meetings. Periodically, members of the board will be invited to
attend family meetings to create a formal channel for communication between families and the
board.



Community partner interactions: A key role for board members is making connections to the
larger San Antonio community. Board members will be generous in identifying connections for
the school and making introductions for the network principal and/or associate principal to local
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business leaders, community leaders and potential partner organizations. They will act as
ambassadors for the campus as they go about their daily lives and will promote awareness and
goodwill toward the campus.
School Leader Evaluation and Planning (TCIS Board and Campus Advisory Board)
The campus principal will be formally evaluated by the principal’s supervisor. The TCIS Board will
execute its governance role by working with the principal to set school-wide goals, support the principal
in achieving those goals and progress monitor during the board’s regular meetings. At least two times
per year, the principal will report to the TCIS Board with status updates of all goals and board
expectations. When schools are not meeting their goals, the TCIS Board will play an active role in
supporting the principal and school staff to achieve those goals, through strategic advice, resource
development, and creative problem solving.
The TCIS Board’ will hire the school’s principal when a new person is needed. The TCIS Executive
Director will work with members of the Campus Advisory Board to assist the TCIS Board in developing a
profile for the desired principal candidate, serving on an interview committee, and making
recommendations for the candidate to be hired by the TCIS Board.
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Transition Plan
Action Step
Recruit and organize TCIS Board
Recruit and organize Campus Advisory Board - Campus
election for teachers, solicit business and community
members, work with school board member for their input
Secure SAISD Board of Trustees approval for Charter
Develop training/orientation for TCIS Board and Campus
Advisory Board

Conduct Campus Needs Assessment for technology, training,
teaching materials and staffing
Develop budget for results of Needs Assessment
Finalize Master Schedule for 2019-2020
Hire for vacant staff positions

Work with Office of Innovation and applicable SAISD
departments to explain and secure autonomies described in
charter application
Host end of year community engagement event focused on
charter and IB program
Conduct TCIS Board Orientation and Training, present
proposed budget from needs assessment
Conduct Advisory Board Orientation and Training
Plan staff professional development and new teacher
orientation
Attend summer professional development
Finalize logistics for professional development and new
teacher orientation – budget, contracts for vendors, event
space, materials, presentation, etc.
First official TCIS Board meeting. Propose beginning of year
expenditures and present new staff and campus initiatives.
(Principal and Advisory Board)
Conduct Staff Orientation and Professional Development
Introduce Advisory Board to Staff
Prepare for first day of school
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Owner
TCIS Executive
Director
Principal

Deadline
March 2019

Office of
Innovation
TCIS Executive
Director,
Assistant Sup.
and Principal
Principal

March 2019

Principal
Principal
Principal and
Hiring
Committee
Principal

April 2019
April 2019
April 2019

Principal

May 2019

TCIS Executive
Committee and
Assistant Sup.
Principal
Principal

May 2019

Campus Staff
Principal

June 2019
June - July 2019

TCIS Executive
Director and
Board Chair
Principal

July 2019

Campus Staff

August 2019

March 2019

April 2019

April 2019

April 2019

May 2019
May 2019

August 2019
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Structure for Project Management, Accountability and Communication
The principal will be the lead project manager for the transition plan outlined above, with certain tasks
delegated to other campus administrators as appropriate. The principal will create a project tracker
using an Excel spreadsheet or google chart to monitor the completion of these activities, with a column
showing the action item, owner, deadline and status of each action item. This tracker will be shared
electronically with other campus administrators and the principal’s Assistant Superintendent on a
weekly basis. During the principal’s weekly check-in with campus leadership, the team will review and
discuss the project tracker, delegate tasks as appropriate, and plan alternate strategies for any action
items that are off track. When items require action by someone outside of the core project team, the
owner of the action item will communicate promptly by phone or email to the person responsible.
Progress on the transition plan will be shared to staff through the emailed weekly memo or during
faculty meetings, as appropriate, and with parents through the appropriate communication outlet, such
as campus social media, School Messenger, or in-person events.
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ADDENDUM – COMPLIANCE WITH IN-DISTRICT CHARTER LAW AND DISTRICT POLICY
The School certifies that this in-district charter application complies with Texas Education Code Section
12.059, as follows:
1. The education program being offered is described in the charter application.
2. The continuation of this charter is contingent on satisfactory student performance on staterequired assessment instruments, satisfactory financial performance under state financial
accountability provisions, and on compliance with other applicable accountability provisions.
3. In accordance with SAISD Policy EL(LOCAL), the SAISD Board may place this School on probation
or revoke the charter in accordance with the School’s performance contract if it finds that the
campus charter:
a. Violates a provision of applicable state or federal law, which may result, after a cure
period, in revocation at the conclusion of the School year;
b. Violates student achievement provisions of the charter, including the failure to meet the
metrics set forth in the performance contract for the campus charter after a three- or
five-year review period;
c. At the end of two School years, the campus charter may be revoked or placed on
probation if it is rated as “improvement required” or fails to meet state accountability
standards or is at the bottom five percent in comparison to all campuses in terms of
student achievement in the District based on the School performance framework; or
d. After a cure period, the charter fails to meet generally accepted accounting standards
for fiscal management.
4. The School will not discriminate in admissions on the basis of national origin, ethnicity, race,
religion, or disability.
5. The governing structure of the campus is described in the charter application.
6. In order to ensure the health and safety of students and employees, the School will comply with
Texas Education Code Chapter 38.
7. The District will conduct an annual audit of financial and programmatic operations of the School
in accordance with state and federal law and District policy.
8. The School will provide all information necessary for the District to participate in PEIMS
reporting.
In accordance with EL(LOCAL), the School and the SAISD Board of Trustees agree as follows:
1. This charter has a term of ten years, beginning with the 2019-20 school year and ending with
the 2029-30 school year, with a three- or five-year performance review and renewal cycle, as
defined in EL(LOCAL).
2. The Board waives all applicable District policies and procedures per EL(LOCAL) and the School’s
In-District Charter Application and Management Agreement.
3. The School will comply with its Board-approved school performance contract, and the District’s
annual process for reporting and reviewing the performance contract.
4. The School will follow the District’s unified enrollment policy and procedure, including
FD(LOCAL), FDB(LOCAL), F1 and F51. In the event of any conflict between the charter
application and district policy and procedure regarding student enrollment, district policy and
procedure will govern.
5. The School will participate in District-wide NWEA MAP testing, or its future replacement
assessment, as determined by the District.

